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Preface e 

Thiss thesis is the result of four years of research at the department of mathematics 
att the University of Amsterdam. It started as the logical continuation of the research 
forr my master thesis. This concerned the question whether a condition on a set 
off  holomorphic functions satisfying certain growth conditions is equivalent to the 
statementt that the ideal spanned by them is in fact the whole ring of holomorphic 
functionss satisfying these growth conditions or not. The answer can be found in 
chapterr 3 : yes, this condition is both necessary and sufficient. 
Whilee working on this question, my advisor drew my attention to a problem in the 
functionn theory of several complex variables, known as the Gleason problem. This 
alsoo has to do with the structure of ideals in rings of functions. We started to read all 
thee literature available, made ourselves acquainted with the methods and techniques 
andd wrote some articles, that are part of this thesis. 
Att this place I would like to express my immense gratitude to my advisor, dr. Jan 
Wiegerinck.. Not only for everything that he learned me, but above all, for his patience 
andd trust. There were times where he was the only one of us that kept faith, and the 
timess that he had to listen to (or read something of) a confused mathematician with 
aa style that is, let's say, not always as clear as it should be, are uncountable. 
Thee people in my promotion committee, prof. dr. A. Doelman, dr. A. Fallström, 
prof.. dr. T.H.K. Koornwinder, prof. dr. J. Korevaar, dr. R.A. Kortram, prof. dr. 
E.M.. Opdam, dr. P.J.I.M. de Paepe and prof. dr. E.G.F. Thomas surely understand 
whatt I mean... I thank them, especially Peter de Paepe (who did a very thorough 
job),, for taking the time to be in this committee, for reading a draft version of this 
thesiss and for pointing out several mistakes and typos. 
Forr helping me out with all my questions, and being a very pleasant roommate for 
fourr years, I thank Paul Beneker. For playing a part in my life during my PhD 
years,, sometimes a small one or a short one, but always one that I remember with 
happinesss and gratitude, I'd like to thank Sharad, Per, Marcel, Guido, Lena, Misja, 
Natasha,, Erwin, Dirk, Roxana, Ernst, Frank, Bas, Renate, Mariska, Harmen, Anca, 
Steven,, Nabila, Karel, Annegret, Eelke, Michiel, Andy and Lucas. Those that feel 
thatt they should be on this list as well I beg for forgiveness; a bad memory and not 
anyy malicious thoughts caused this unfortunate omission. 
Lastt but not least, my beloved family. My parents, brother and sister have always 
supportedd me, of which I'm very grateful. 

Oscarr Lemmers 
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Insteadd of an introduction 

Thee main subject of this thesis is the so called Gleason problem. Let fi  be a domain 
inn Cn, p a point in fi  and R(Q) a ring of functions on Q that contains the polynomials. 
Thenn one could ask the following question : is the maximal ideal 

II vv := {ƒ e R(tl) : f(P) = 0} 

finitelyfinitely  generated by z\ —p\, . . ., zn — pn ? 

Gleasonn was the first to do this, for the special case that Q is the unit ball in C2, p is 
thee origin, and R(Q) = A(Q). Here A(Q,) denotes the ring of holomorphic functions 
onn £1 that are continuous up to the boundary of Ct. Besides for A(Q), one usually 
studiess the problem for H°°(Q,); the bounded holomorphic functions on Q. 
Becausee we wil l mostly use tools of function theory in several complex variables, like 
solutionss to the d-problem, it seemed appropriate to give a (very small) introduction 
too this subject in the first chapter. 

Chapterr two is a survey of the Gleason problem. We will discuss the history of 
thee problem, and state (more or less) all previously known results. One of them 
iss that there is a pseudoconvex domain fi containing a point p such that the ideal 
II pp C H°°(Q) is not finitely generated by the translated coordinate functions. Thus, 
onee cannot solve the Gleason problem on O. 

Wee shall now give an overview of the new results. In chapter three, we study the 
rings s 

R,R, := {ƒ 6 »(C"):  E^J°g'™ll^(l/(z)l.2 ) 

wheree p is a plurisubharmonic function that has several nice properties (e.g. it depends 
onlyy on ||2||). For instance, let n = 1, p — \z\p, where p > 0. Then Rp is the ring 
off  functions of order < p. These rings have been studied extensively in the past; see 
e.g.. the factorization theorem of Hadamard. First we show that one can solve the 
Gleasonn problem for Rp. Then, given a set of functions in Rp, we derive a necessary 
andd sufficient condition whether they generate the whole algebra or not. We conclude 
byy a theorem on interpolation theorem on Rp. 

Chapterr four deals with the Gleason problem on linearly convex domains. Recall 
thatt a domain VI is said to be linearly convex if and only if through every point in 
thee complement of 12 there passes a complex hyperplane that does not intersect Q. 

9 9 
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Thiss is a natural extension of the notion of convexity. We solve the Gleason problem 
forr both Am(Q) and H°°(Q) if O is a bounded linearly convex domain with C1+€ 

boundary. . 
Thiss is done by modifying methods of Leibenzon. He considered a bounded convex 
domainn Q, in Cn with C2 boundary, and a function ƒ 6 A(Q) that vanishes at the 
origin.. It is easy to see that 

f{z)f{z) = I*  ^r dX = ^Zl[ Dif{Xz)dX' 
wheree D{ denotes taking the derivate with respect to the i'th coordinate. By a clever 
estimatee of Diƒ on the line segment [0, z] Leibenzon showed that /0 Dif(Xz)dX € 
A(Q).A(Q). This gives a solution to the Gleason problem for convex domains. 

Thee last two chapters are devoted to Reinhardt domains in C2. It is quite hard to 
solvee the Gleason problem if there do not exist "good" solutions to the 9-problem, 
becausee these are very useful to patch local solutions together to a global solution. 
However,, if one can achieve that the ö-problem corresponding to the patching of the 
locall  solutions is solvable, it is not necessary anymore that one can solve "every" 
d-problem.. This kind of considerations goes back to Beatrous. 
Wee choose a smart covering of the domain, and solve the Gleason problem locally. 
Thenn we formulate the corresponding ^-problem, and because we chose a smart cov-
ering,, this d-problem can be solved. This yields a solution to the Gleason problem for 
bothh A(Q) and H°°(Q) if fi is a bounded Reinhardt domain in C2 with C2 boundary. 
Notee that this does not demand that 0 is pseudoconvex. 
Grangee gave an example of a convex domain Q where the Leibenzon method does not 
yieldd a solution. Our result can be used to show that the Gleason problem for both 
A(ft)A(ft) and H°°(Q) can be solved anyway. 

Becausee the results in chapter five cannot be used to study the case where the domain 
hass a cusp at the origin, new machinery had to be developed. We present a new d-
theorem,, and a solution to the Gleason problem for H°°(Q) on very special Reinhardt 
domainss f£. These are used to find a solution to the Gleason problem for H°°(£l), if 
QQ is a bounded Reinhardt domain in C2 with a rational cusp at the origin. 

Publications. . 

Manyy of the results in this thesis were obtained in co-operation with Jan Wiegerinck. 
Thee contents is based on the following four papers. 

Chapterr 3 is based on 
Lemmers,, O., Generators and interpolation in algebras of entire functions, Indag. 
Math.. (N.S.) 12 (2001), 103 111. 
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Chapterr 4 is based on 
Lemmers,, O. and J. Wiegerinck, Solving the Gleason problem on linearly convex do-
mains,mains, to appear in Math. Z. 

Chapterr 5 is based on 
Lemmers,, O. and J. Wiegerinck, Reinhardt domains and the Gleason problem, Ann. 
Scuolaa Norm. Sup. Pisa CI. Sci. (4) 30 (2001), 405-414. 

Chapterr 6 is based on 
Lemmers,, O. and J. Wiegerinck, Reinhardt domains with a cusp at the origin, Math. 
Preprintt 01-27 (2001), University of Amsterdam. 
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CHAPTERR 1 

AA brief introduction to several complex variables 

1.1.. Introductio n 

Theree are many differences between function theory in C and Cn (n > 2). We shall 
brieflyy highlight two important topics in the theory of several complex variables, 
namelyy the extension of functions and the ^-problem. In the meanwhile, we will get 
acquaintedd with some important definitions. For unknown terms, we refer to the 
chapterr Important notation at the end of the thesis and the book by Krantz ([36]). 

1.2.. On the extension of functions 

Definition .. An open set in Cn (or Rn) that is connected, is called a domain. 
Definition .. On a domain fi C Cn, we have the following very important rings of 
functionss : 

H(Q)H(Q) :=  {ƒ : ƒ is holomorphic on Q}, 
H°°(Q)H°°(Q) := {ƒ : ƒ is bounded and holomorphic on S7}, 
A(£i)A(£i) :=  {ƒ : ƒ is holomorphic on Q, and continuous on Q}. 

Theoremm 1.2.1. For every domain V C C, there is a holomorphic function ƒ that 
doesdoes not extend holomorphically to a strictly larger domain. 

PROOF.. Let v\, V2,  be a sequence in V whose set of limit points is exactly dV. 
Becausee of a theorem of Weierstrafi, there is a holomorphic function ƒ that vanishes 
exactlyy at V. If ƒ could be extended holomorphically to a strictly larger domain W, 
ƒƒ would vanish at dV C\ W, hence ƒ = 0. This is a contradiction. D 

Noww we turn our attention to Cn; let Q := {z G Cn : 1 < |jz|| < 2} . Surprisingly, 
fromm a theorem of Hartogs ([24]) it follows that every ƒ € H(Q) can be extended 
holomorphicallyy to f?(0,2). Later in this chapter, we shall see that there are domains 
SII  in Cn where all holomorphic functions can be extended to a Riemann domain f2 
thatt can not be embedded in Cn. It does not seem sensible to do function theory on 
suchh domains fi . This (partially) motivates the following definition. 

Definition .. We call a domain O C C a domain of holomorphy if there do not 
existt non-empty open sets fii , SI2 Q Cn with the following properties : 

 il l c Q n Q2 

 JI2 is connected and not contained in Q 
 for every ƒ € H(£l) there exists an F € # (^2) such that ƒ = F on fii. 

Fromm theorem 1.2.1 follows that every open set in C is a domain of holomorphy. 
Inn Cn however, it is almost always impossible to check the condition above for  a 

13 3 
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generall  domain. Investigating whether this condition is equivalent to a condition on 
thee geometry of the domain was a major part of function theory in several complex 
variabless in the ürst half of the 20th century. We now give some definitions that have 
too do with the geometry of a domain. 

Definition .. Let ft be a domain in Cn, let p 6 dft. We say that r is a local denning 
functionn for ft at p if there is a neighborhood U of p such that 

 reCl{U). 
 The gradient of r does not vanish on U DdÜ. 
 ünU = {z£ U :r{z) < 0 } . 

Definition .. Let ft be a domain in Cn, let p G dft. Let Xp(dft) be the complex 
tangentt space to öft at p. The boundary of ft is called Levi pseudoconvex at p if 
theree is a C2 local defining function r for ft at p with 

èè T T T ^ C P K -5 *  > O VW E Tp(dü). 
7,fcc = l J 

I tt is called Levi strictl y pseudoconvex at p if this inequality is strict for all w E 
TTpp(dty(dty \ {0} . A domain is Levi (strictly) pseudoconvex if all its boundary points are 
Levii  (strictly) pseudoconvex. 

Definition .. A domain ft C Cn is said to have Cfc boundary (k > 1) if there are a 
neighborhoodd U of dft and a function r e Ck{U) such that 

 nnu = {zeU:r{z) <0} 
 Vr / 0 on dft. 

Thiss function r is called a defining function for ft. 

Definition .. Let ft C Cn, let ƒ : ft -  R U {-oo}  be upper semicontinuous. We 
sayy that ƒ is (strictly ) plurisubharmoni c if for every complex line L, the function 
I\QnLI\QnL is (strictly) subharmonic. 

I tt is known that a real-valued function ƒ £ C2(ft ) is plurisubharmonic if and only if 

Y,Y,nnk=ik=i  dfdz (z)wj™k > 0 for every z £ ft and every w £ Cn. 

Definition .. We say that a domain Q c C" with C2 boundary is (strictly ) pseudo-
convexx if there are a neighborhood U of ft and a (strictly) plurisubharmonic function 
r<=Cr<=C 22{U){U)  such that 

ttr\Uttr\U = {z£U :r{z) < 0} . 

AA point p e öft is called strictly pseudoconvex if there exists a local defining function 
forr ft at j) that is strictly plurisubharmonic. Note that this implies that p has a 
neighborhoodd in dft consisting only of strictly pseudoconvex points. 

Lett d(z, dü) denote the Euclidean distance of z to oft. It turns out that for a domain 
withh C2 boundary, ft is pseudoconvex if and only if - log d(z,dQ)i$ plurisubharmonic 
onn ft. For checking the last condition we no longer need that ft has C2 boundary, 
thuss we can (and will ) use it to extend the definition of pseudoconvexity to domains 
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withoutt a C2 boundary. One has the following theorem (whose proof can be found 
inn any standard work on several complex variables) : 

Theoremm 1.2.2. Let Q be a bounded domain in Cn with C2 boundary, ft is (strictly) 
pseudoconvexpseudoconvex <&  ft is Levi (strictly) pseudoconvex. 

Thee work of many years lead to the following fundamental theorem : 

Theoremm 1.2.3. Let O be a domain in Cn. ft is a domain of holomorphy <3> ft is 
pseudoconvex. pseudoconvex. 

Okaa ([50]) was the first to prove this for n = 2, in 1937. The proof for n > 3 was 
givenn more or less simultaneously by Oka ([52], 1953), Bremermann ([12], 1954) and 
Norguett ([47], 1954). 

Noww let 12 be a domain in Cn with C2 boundary. From the previous theorem it follows 
thatt if we want to see whether ft is a domain of holomorphy, then we only have to 
checkk if it is Levi pseudoconvex. This can be done locally, hence this notion is more 
usefull  in practice. 

Whatt happens if one starts with a domain H C Cn that is not pseudoconvex ? 
Accordingg to the previous theorem, the domain is not a domain of holomorphy. We 
wil ll  now introduce some definitions, and look at a more general case. See Backlund 
([3])) and Narasimhan ([45]) for this and other relevant information. 

Definition .. A triple (Q, 7r,Cn) is called a Riemann domain (spread over Cn) if ft 
iss a connected Hausdorff space and IT : ft — C" is a local homeomorphism. 

Notee that the map n endows ft with the structure of a complex manifold. 

Definition .. Let S be a subset of H(ft). A Riemann domain (Es(ft),irs,C
n) is said 

too be an ^-envelope of holomorphy of (ft, n, Cn) if the following properties hold : 

1.. There exists a holomorphic map <f>:  ft —  Es{£l) such that 
 77 s ° <t>  = 71" 

 For every ƒ € S there exists a function F e H(Es(ty) such that Fo(j> = 

2.. For every Riemann domain (fi , TT, Cn) which satisfies (1) with 0 : Q —  & there 
existss a holomorphic map T : Q —* Es{fi) such that 

 TTs O T = 7T 

 r o (f) = (f) 
 If F and F are continuations to Es(ty and fl of ƒ e S, then For = F. 

Thee first part says that the functions in S can be continued holomorphically to 
(Es(£l),(Es(£l), 7Ts,C"). We prove that this happens in a unique way : F is uniquely defined 
onn 0(f2) C Es(Sl). Because £5(f£) is connected, F has a unique holomorphic exten-
sionn to this domain. 
Thee second part says that if the functions in S can be continued holomorphically to 
(ft,(ft, it, Cn), then their continuations can be continued holomorphically to the Riemann 
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domainn (£s(Q),7rs,Cn). We see that if (Es{Q),7rs,<E-n) exists, it is unique up to an 
analyticc isomorphism. 
Thuss we have the following commutative diagram : 

Theoremm 1.2.4. Let (Q, 7r,Cn) be a Riemann domain. For every subset S of H{Q) 
therethere exists an S-envelope of holomorphy of (Q, 7r,Cn). 

Thiss follows from a theorem of Thullen ([58], 1932). 

Definition .. The S-envelope of holomorphy (£s(0),7T5,Cn) of a domain f l c C n 

(thatt can be seen as the Riemann domain (£i, Id, Cn) , where Id of course denotes the 
identityy on Cn) is called schlicht if (2?s(fi),7Ts,Cn) is analytically isomorphic to a 
domainn in Cn. Otherwise (Es{Ü),Trs,C

n) is called non-schlicht. 

Theree are indeed domains O in Cn such that their i/(Q)-envelope of holomorphy 
iss not (analytically isomorphic to) a domain in C", but, instead a folded Riemann 
domain.. An easy example can be found in chapter 2. Instead of the /f (fï)-envelope of 
holomorphyy we will sometimes speak of the holomorphic hull of X7. If this holomorphic 
hulll  lies in Cn, it is a domain of holomorphy. One can deduce that if £2 is a domain 
off  holomorphy, the holomorphic hull of f2 is Q (and vice versa). The same holds 
forr H°°-domains of holomorphy (that are defined in an analogous way as domains of 
holomorphy). . 

Lemmaa 1.2.5. Let Q be a domain in Cn; let S :=  H(Ct). For a function ƒ e H(Q), 
itsits lifting F to the holomorphic hull of 0., Es(Q.), assumes the same values as ƒ. 
Hence,Hence, given ƒ € H°°{Q), F G H°°(Es{n)). 

PROOF.. Let a G C be not in the image of ƒ. Then the function g(z) := f^)-a 
iss holomorphic on Q. We have that g(z)(f(z) - a) = 1 on U. Now let G denote 
thee holomorphic extension of g to H(Es{ft))- Then G(w)(F{w) - a) = 1 for all 
ww € ES(Q). Thus a is not in the image of F either, hence F(Es(fy) C f(Q). The 
otherr inclusion is straightforward, since ƒ = F o (f>. D 
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1.3.. Solutions of the d-problem and their  applications 

Thee space Cn can be seen as R2n : for Zj € C there are unique Xj and yj in R with 
ZjZj = Xj + iyj. We have the differentials 

dzjdzj := dxj + idyj 1 < j < n, 

dzjdzj :— dxj — idyj 1 < j <n. 

Forr a multi-index a = ( a i , . .. ,ak) with 1 < e*i < a2 < ... < afc_i < ak < n, let 

dzdzaa :=  dzai A . .. A dzak, dz* :=  dzai A . .. A dzak, 

andd let \a\ :=  k. We say that A is a (p,g)-form with coefficients in F(S}) if 

AA =  ̂ K&dza A dzp 

H=p,l/3|=g g 

forr some differentiable functions AQï/3 <E F(Q). Then 

J=ll  |a|=p,|0|=9
 3 

Lett 0 be a C1-function on a domain Q in Cn, having values in C". We have the 
followingg well-known theorem : 

Theoremm 1.3.1. Let SI be a domain. The function 4> € Cl{U) is holomorphic on 
uu & d<p{z) = 0 Vz e n. 
Thee last equation is known as the Cauchy-Riemann equation. 

Sometimes,, one has a (0, l)-form a = YA=I
 ai(z)dzi with coefficients in, say, C1 ^ ) , 

andd one searches for a function 0 in, say, C2(0), such that dj3 = a. Then one would 
havee that  ̂ — at 1 < i < n, thus 

dajdaj = d2(3 _ d2(3 _ daj 
dzdzóó ~ dzi&Zj ~~ dzjdzi ~ dzi ' J e 1 ' " ' ' n ' 

Thiss puts a necessary condition on a if one is looking for a /? with d(3 = a; it is 
calledd the compatibility condition. An easy computation shows that it is equivalent 
too da = 0. Such a are called d-closed. 
Wee shall now give an example of the use of d, but first state a deep and fundamental 
theorem. . 

Theoremm 1.3.2. Let Cl c Cn be a domain. The following two conditions are equiv-
alentalent : 

 The domain Q is pseudoconvex. 
 Let 0 < p < n, 1 < q < n. For every d-closed (p,q)-form a with coefficients 
inin C°°(Sl), there is a (p,q- l)-form 0 with coefficients in C°°(U) such that 
d/3d/3 = a. 

PROOF.. See e.g. chapter 4 of [36]. 
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Lemmaa 1.3.3. Let Q c C be a pseudoconvex domain, let f\, f2 E H(£l) such that 
ff 1 and f2 have no common zeros. Then there exist gi, g2 £ H(Q) such that 

fi(z)fi(z)9l9l(z)(z) + f2(z)g2(z) = I V ^ O . 

PROOF.. Let 

9 l ( 2 ) : = W T WW  + A(2)/2(2)'  w 

ftW!=ftW!= |/,(,)p'+i|/,(,)p'+i>>AWIAWI aa"" AW/AW/ '' WW ("> ' 
Thenn fi(z)gi(z) +f2(z)g2(z) = 1 V2 G f2. We try to find A such that gu g2 e H(Q). 
Well, , 

5!!  € H{tt) ^dgl=0<^d\ = 
{\f1r-r\f2rr {\f1r-r\f2rr 

Thee (0, l)-form 

hdhhdh ~ hdfi 
A * : = = (l/i| 22 + l/2|

2)2 

iss ö-closed and has C°° coefficients, hence there is a A 6 C°°(fi) such that #A = fi. 
Noww substitute this A in (*) and (**) . From the symmetry of the problem follows 
thatt Bg2 = 0, therefore we have that g2 € H(Q,) as well. Thus we are done. D 

AA short summary of what we did : there was an obvious continuous solution to our 
problem.. We translated the problem into a d-problem. The solution of this problem 
iss added to the continuous solution, and we end up with a holomorphic solution. 

Noww let Q be {z E C2 : 1 < ||^|| < 2} . Earlier we mentioned that Q is not a domain 
off  holomorphy. Thus Q is not pseudoconvex, and therefore one cannot solve every 
<9-problemm with smooth data on O. An easier way to see this, is the following : let 
AA = 2i i f2 — z2- Then f\ and f2 do not have common zeros on O. If one could solve 
alll  ^-problem with smooth data on fi , one could copy the proof above, and find gi, 
gg22 £ H(£l) such that f\gi + f2g2 = 1 on fi . Because every function h in H(fl) extends 
too a function h £ H(B(0, 2)), we would have that 

11 = fi{z)g~i{z) + h{z)g2{z) = zl9\(z) + z2g2{z) Vz £ 5(0,2). 

Thee right side vanishes at z — 0, hence we derived a contradiction. 

Sincee we will mainly deal with A(Q) and H°°(Q), we are mostly interested in solutions 
off  the d-problem with uniform estimates. That is : given a d-closed (p, (?)-form a, do 
theree exist a (p, q — l)-form (3 and a constant K (that is independent of a) such that 
d/3d/3 — a and ||/?||cc < ^"IMio c ? During the end of the sixties, discoveries of Khenkin 
([32])) and Ramirez ([54]) led to powerful integral representation formulas. With the 
helpp of those formulas, many estimates on the solutions of ö-problems were proved. 
Wee will only mention two important theorems. 

file://{/f1r-r/f2rr
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Theoremm 1.3.4. Let Q c Cn be a bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain with C2 

boundary.boundary. Let a be a d-closed bounded (Q,q)-form (1 < q < n) with coefficients in 
C°°(ft).C°°(ft). Then there exists a (0,q — l)-form u with coefficients in C°°(£l) C\C(Q) such 
thatthat du — a. 

PROOF.. 0vrelid ([48]), 1971. D 

Theoremm 1.3.5. Let Q c Cn be a bounded pseudoconvex domain with C°° boundary. 
LetLet a be a d-closed (0,q)-form (1 < q < n) with coefficients in C°°(Q). Then there 
existsexists a (0, q — \)-form u with coefficients in C°°(fX) such that du = a. 

PROOF.. Kohn ([33]), 1973. D D 
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CHAPTERR 2 

AA survey of the Gleason problem 

2.1.. Some definitions and examples 

Lett A be a commutative complex Banach algebra with unit. It is known that each 
maximall  ideal of A is closed and has codimension one. For a £ Awe define a function 
aa on M := {M : M is a maximal ideal in A}. Namely, let M be a maximal ideal in 
A,, let I be the identity element in A. We define a(M) as the unique complex number 
suchh that a - a(M)I e M. 
Itt was during his search for multidimensional structure in spectra of commutative 
complexx Banach algebras that Gleason ([20]) proved the following theorem : 

Theoremm 2.1.1. Let A be a commutative complex Banach algebra with unit. Assume 
thatthat the subalgebra generated by I, z\, . . ., Zk is dense in A. If M is a finitely generated 
maximalmaximal ideal in A, then M is generated by 

zizi - £i{M)I,... ,zk- zk{M)I. 

Definition .. For a domain Q, in Cn, we define P(H) as the set of the holomorphic 
polynomialss on fi. 

Noww let Q = £(0,1) C C2. Because the closure of P(tt) is exactly A(Q) in the 
supremumm norm topology, it follows that if 

IIQQ := {ƒ € A{Q) : ƒ(0) = 0} 

iss finitely generated, then 1$ = (21,22). Gleason mentioned that he was not able to 
answerr the question whether this ideal is finitely generated or not. 

Off  course one can generalize the problem. Let fi be a domain in Cn, p a point in Q 
andd R(Q) a ring of functions on J) that contains the polynomials. Let 

II pp := {ƒ e R{Q) : f(p) = 0} . 

Iss Ip generated by the functions z1 —pu ..., zn -pn ? In other words : given ƒ E R{0.), 
doo there exist functions ƒ1, . .. , ƒn £ R(£l) such that 

n n 

ƒ(*)) - f(p) = £ > - Pi)!M v2 e o? 
i= l l 

Wee say that one can solve the Gleason problem for R{Vt) at p if this decomposition is 
possiblee for every ƒ G R(ü). We say that one can solve the Gleason problem for R(Q) 
(orr that O has the Gleason i?-property) if this is the case for all p e Q, ƒ e R(£l). 

21 1 
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Theoremm 2.1.2. Let fi be a domain in Cn, let p be a point in O. Suppose that one 
cancan solve the Gleason problem for A(Q) at p. Then there is a neighborhood W of p 
suchsuch that for every w € W and ƒ e A(Q) there exist functions fi(-,w) € A(Q) with 
fifi  e H(ü x W) and 

n n 

f(z)f(z) - f(w) =  ̂ fi(z, w)(Zi - Wi). 

1 =1 1 

Seee [16] for a proof by Fallström. The proof relies on the ideas of the original article by 
Gleasonn ([20]). Thus, ideals in a neighborhood U of an algebraically finitely generated 
ideall  in the maximal ideal space of A{Q) are also finitely generated. Consequently, U 
containss an analytic variety. This is one of the motivations for studying the Gleason 
problem. . 

Beforee we continue with some examples, we would like to point out that there is at 
leastt one other problem in the literature known as the Gleason problem : does any 
probabilityy measure on the lattice of all projections of a JW-algebra of type II extends 
too a normal linear functional on the whole algebra ? See e.g. [44]. 

Example.. Suppose Q is open in C, R(iï) is, e.g., H°°(Q), p £ Q. If ƒ vanishes at p, 
| q^^ is holomorphic and bounded. Since f{z) = ~^-{z — p), this solves the Gleason 
problemm for H°°(Q) at p. 

PROOF.. This is well-known. The function ƒ is holomorphic on f2, hence it has a 
powerr series that converges uniformly on a neighborhood V of p. We divide out a 
factorr (z — p), and the resulting function is both holomorphic and bounded. D 

Wee see that the Gleason problem for domains in C is rather uninteresting. However, 
inn Cn(n > 2) everything becomes more difficult, since the zero set of a function (e.g. 
z\z\ — p\) is no longer a set of isolated points, but is an analytic variety instead. Thus 
wee cannot simply repeat the previous proof, and divide out factors —-— in the power 
seriess of ƒ : the problem has global nature, instead of local nature. 

Lemmaa 2.1.3. Let P be a polynomial in z that vanishes at p £ Cn. There exist 
polynomialspolynomials Pi, ..., Pn such that P(z) = P\(z){z\ — p{) + . .. Pn(z)(zn - pn). 

PROOF.. For p = (0 , . .. ,0), this follows immediately. For other points apply the 
appropriatee coordinate transform. D 

Whatt happens if we take the second most natural ring of functions, namely that of the 
holomorphicc ones ? The following theorem is known in the literature as the lemma 
off  Oka-Hefer : 

Theoremm 2.1.4. Let Q be a pseudoconvex domain in Cn, let p e Q. For every 
ƒƒ € H(U) there exist f\, ..., fn £ H(O) such that 

n n 

f(z)f(z) - ƒ(p) = £ ( *  - Pi)fi(z) \lz e fi. 
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I tt would be better to speak of the lemma of Hefer-Oka, since Hefer published the result 
inn his dissertation (1940), and Oka in 1941 ([51]). The Second World War prevented 
thee proof of Hefer being published in a journal until 1950 ([25]). Hefer and Oka were 
interestedd in this decomposition theorem, because it would have implications for the 
Weill  integral formula . This is a generalization of the Cauchy integral formula, 
seee [59]. The Weil integral formula was known to hold on polynomial polyhedra V. 
Recalll  that a polynomial polyhedron V is of the form {z E W : |Pi(.z)| < 1 Vi}  for 
WW an open set in Cn such that V CCW and Pi, . . ., Pm some analytic polynomials. 
Havingg theorem 2.1.4 available, it was easy to prove that the Weil integral formula 
alsoo holds for analytic polyhedra R. Recall that an analytic polyhedron R is of 
thee form {z E S : \fi{z)\ < 1 Vi}  for S an open set in C" with R CC S and fu ..., 
ffmm some functions that are holomorphic on a neighborhood of S. 

Example.. (Rudin, [56].) We now consider the polydisc U in C2. For an ƒ G H°°(U) 
(orr in A(U)) that vanishes at the origin we define 

tftf ï Z M ) , / Ï f(z,w)-f(z,0) 
ffxx(z,w):=(z,w):= , f2(z,w):= . 

zz w 
Wee immediately see that f{z,w) = fi(z,w)z + f2(z,w)w and that / i E H°°(U) 
(orr in A(U)). From the Cauchy integral formula it follows immediately that f2 is 
holomorphic;; we proceed to show that it is bounded. Fix z = c with \c\ < 1, and 
considerr XJ n [z — c]. This is a disc with radius 1, and it (trivially) contains a circle 
withh radius 1/2. The maximum principle yields that 

| / 2 ( c , « ; ) | < ? ^ = 4 | | / | |0 00 for M < 1/2. 

Wee see that f2 £ H°°{U) (or in A(U)) as well. Note that we can solve the Gleason 
problemm at a point (p, q) E U as well, by using the following biholomorphic automor-
p h i s m o f t / : ( ^ ) ~ ( ^ , ^ ) . . 
Whatt is used heavily, is that U H [z = c] always contains a circle with radius 1/2. A 
similarr idea can be found in chapter 6. This kind of proof would not work for the ball 
BB = B(0,1). Namely, B C\[z = c] contains only circles with radius < y/(l — |c|2). If 
cc tends to 1, y/(l — |c|2) tends to 0. 
Onee might think that f\ and ƒ2 defined as above solve the problem anyway. This is 
false.. Namely, let f(z,w) :=  y ^ . Then 

hencee ƒ € H°°{B). However, f2(z,w) = jz  ̂ <£ H°°{B). For g(z,w) = jzrz E A{B) 

onee has that g2(z,w) = fr^  A(B). Nevertheless, B has the Gleason A-property as 
wee shall see now. 
Wee now return to the original question of Gleason. It was solved by Leibenzon ([31]), 
inn 1965. He proved a much sharper result : 

Theoremm 2.1.5. Let O c C be a bounded domain with C2 boundary. Suppose Q is 
starshapedstarshaped with respect to p E Q. Then for every ƒ € A(Q) that vanishes at p, there 
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existexist fi, ..., fn e A(Q) such that 

n n 

f{z)f{z) = Y,(zi-Pi)fM v*€ö. 

Sincee a convex domain is starshaped with respect to every point, an immediate corol-
laryy is : 

Corollar yy 2.1.6. Let 0, C Cn be a bounded convex domain with C2 boundary. Then 
oneone can solve the Gleason problem for A(ïï). 

Thee solution of Leibenzon is remarkably simple. For g e A(ü) let D^g denote the 
derivativee of g with respect to the Ar'th coordinate. For every ƒ € A(Q) that vanishes 
att the origin we define holomorphic functions Tv{f) (1 < j < n) as follows : 

Ti{f)(z)Ti{f)(z) := / Dtf(Xz)dX. 
Jo Jo 

Then n 

mm = f ^ ^ = f E * A / (A*)dA = E *r<(/)(*)> 

whichh gives a solution to the Gleason problem for H(Q). Leibenzon estimated £>*ƒ 
alongg the line segments [0, z] to show that Ti(f) is indeed in A(Sl) if ƒ e -4(0). 
Later,, Grange (1986, [21]) used different techniques to show that the functions fi, 
. . . , ƒ„„  as above still solve the Gleason problem for H°°(Q) if fi  is a bounded convex 
domainn with C1+t boundary. He also gave an example (that can be found in chapter 
4)4) of a bounded convex domain Q in C2 having C°° boundary except for one point 
(wheree the boundary is C1), and a function ƒ 6 i/°°(fi ) for which the Leibenzon 
divisorr T^ / ) is not bounded. However, one can solve the Gleason problem for H°°(Q) 
usingg different techniques (see chapter 5). 
Thee estimates of Leibenzon were sharpened by Backlund and Fallström, who showed 
thatt one can solve the Gleason problem for both A(Q) ([4]) and H°°(H) ([5]) if Q is 
aa bounded convex domain with C1+t boundary. In chapter 4 we will use Leibenzon's 
ideass to solve the Gleason problem for these algebras if fl is a so called C-convex 
domainn (a generalization of convex) that is bounded and has C1+É boundary. 

2.2.. The use of d-techniques 

Inn the early seventies, there were many developments in the area of ö-techniques, 
whichh led to considerable progress in solving the Gleason problem. We cite the fol-
lowingg theorem of Fallström ([15]): 

Theoremm 2.2.1. Let SI be a bounded domain in Cn. Let £(Q) be an algebra of C°° 
functionsfunctions on 0. Let R(Sl) := H(Q)n£(Q), let £(0,g)(O) be the set of (0, q)'forms on Q 
withwith coefficients in C(Q). Suppose that f or every d-closed form X € £(0,«j)(fi)(<7 < n) 
therethere exists a (0,q — \)-form u e £(0i9_i)(fi ) such that du — A. Then O has the 
GleasonGleason R-property. 
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"Iff  one can solve the ^-problem, one can solve the Gleason problem." Basically, the 
prooff  goes as follows : one has local solutions that are patched together to a global C°° 
solution.. Then, using d (compare lemma 1,3.3), this smooth solution is modified to a 
holomorphicc one. This is quite hard, since the combinatorics get pretty wild. These 
aree tamed using a construction of Hörmander ([27]). Combining theorem 2.2.1 with 
theoremss 1.3.4 (of 0vrelid) and 1.3.5 (of Kohn) now yields the following corollaries : 

Corollar yy 2.2.2. (0vrelid, [49].) Let Q C Cn be a bounded strictly pseudoconvex 
domaindomain with C2 boundary. Then one can solve the Gleason problem for both i/°°(f£) 
andand A(Q). 

Corollar yy 2.2.3. (Ortega Aramburu, [53].) Let Q C Cn be a bounded pseudoconvex 
domaindomain with C°° boundary. Then one can solve the Gleason problem for A°°(Q,) = 

H(n)nc°°(Ti). H(n)nc°°(Ti). 

Afterr Leibenzon solved the Gleason problem for convex sets, the first new result was 
obtainedd by Kerzman and Nagel ([30]). They used sheaf-theoretic methods (that 
are,, in some sense, related to the construction of Hörmander mentioned above) and 
estimatess on the solutions of d-problems to solve the Gleason problem for A(iï), 
wheree 17 is a bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain in C2 with C4 boundary. Lieb 
([38])) independently used similar techniques to solve the Gleason problem for A(Q) 
onn bounded strictly pseudoconvex domains in C" with C5 boundary. 

Theree are two more ways known for proving the result on strictly pseudoconvex do-
mains.. These do not use estimates on solutions of 9-problems. Jakobczak ([29]) 
usess the embedding theorem of Fornaess ([18]) to embed £1 C Cn in a strictly convex 
domainn Q C Cm (where m >> n in general). All functions in H°°(tt) and A(Ü) 
extendd to i/°°(S7) and A(Q) respectively (as proved in [18]). Now on £1 one has the 
Leibenzonn solution, and pulling back yields a solution on VI. 
Anotherr approach is of Khenkin ([31]), who decomposes ƒ into functions fi that are 
definedd on a larger sets Q{. Using the ideas of Leibenzon he then solves the Gleason 
problemm for A(Q). 
Especiallyy the proof of Jakobczak uses heavily that the domain is strictly pseudocon-
vex. . 

Inn C2 everything is easier. If one could solve all (0, l)-forms (like in theorem 2.2.1), 
onee can solve the Gleason problem, as Cegrell showed in [13]. We still face two 
problemss : 

 find a covering such that one can patch local solutions together to a global 
solution n 

 find local solutions. 

Onee can imagine that the simpler the geometry of the domain, the easier the problem. 

Definition .. For a domain f l c C with C2 boundary, S(fi) denotes the set of strictly 
pseudoconvexx boundary points of f2. 
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Thee following two theorems are due to Beatrous ([8]). We give the proof of the second, 
becausee its ideas are used in chapter 5 and 6. 

Theoremm 2.2.4. Let O be a bounded pseudoconvex domain in Cn with C°° boundary, 
letlet a be a C^O, q)-form (1 < q <n) that is d closed and extends continuously to d£l. 
SupposeSuppose that supp a n dQ C S(Cl). Then there is a C1(0, q — l)-form {3 that extends 
continuouslycontinuously to d£l such that dp — a. 

Theoremm 2.2.5. Let Q be a bounded pseudoconvex domain in C2 with C°° boundary, 
letlet p G Q. Suppose that there is a complex line through p that intersects dQ only in 
strictlystrictly pseudoconvex points. Then for every ƒ E A(Q) there exist / i , ƒ2 G A(Q) such 
that that 

f(z)f(z) - f(p) = h{z){Zl -Pl) + f2{z){z2-P2) v*  € n. 
PROOF.. Since we may have rotated and translated O at the beginning, we may assume 
thatt p = 0, and that the complex line given by Z\ — 0 intersects the boundary only 
inn strictly pseudoconvex points. We fix an ƒ E A(Q) that vanishes at the origin. 
Theree is an e > 0 such that B(0,3e) C Ü and {z : \zi\ < 2e} n diï C S(Q). Let 
UiUi  := {z :\zi\> e}, U2 := {z : \z2\ > e}, U3 := B(0,2e). For i = 1,2,3 we choose 
functionss fa 6 Co°(C/i) such that Y^i=i fa{z) = 1 on Q,, 0 < fa < I, fa = 1 on a 
neighborhoodd of the weakly pseudoconvex points. Let 

ƒ.'(*)) : = ^ . fH*)=0, 
Z\ Z\ 

f?(z):=0,f?(z):=0, fi(z) = 

>rr i, j G 
f(z)f(z) = 'ff(z)Zl + fi(z)z2 on U3. Then 

33 3 

~h{z)~h{z) : = £ > ( * ) ƒ ; ( * ) , h(z) : = £ > ( * ) ƒ £ ( * ) 
i = ll  i = l 

formm a continuous solution of our problem. We search for a function u such that 

h{z)h{z) := fi(z) + u(z)z2, f2{z) :=  f2(z) - u(z)Zl E A(ty. 

Definee a (0, l)-form a as follows : a := ~ *1. One can easily check that it is equal to 

^ k ,, that it is enclosed and that it extends C1 to the boundary. Furthermore, supp 

aa n diï C S(£l). Applying the previous theorem yields a t tG C(U) such that du = a. 

Withh this u we define f\, f2 G A(Ct) as above, and we see that 

f(z)f(z) = f1(z)z1+f2{z)z2 WzeU. 

D D 

Remark.. There is a similar theorem for a bounded pseudoconvex domain fi in C2 

withh C2 boundary, provided that Q has a Stein neighborhood basis (this means 
thatt there is a sequence Hi, Q2, . .. of pseudoconvex domains in Cn with Q C fij t VA; 
andd Q, — n^Ljfifc) . This is because the necessary d-machinery has been developed 
(cf.. [55]). 

z\ z\ 

ƒ(*) ) 

Thenn f) G A{Ui) for i, j G {1,2} . There are functions /f, ƒ£ G A(J73) such that 
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Remark.. One might think that a simple modification of the proof yields results in 
Cn,, n > 3. However, in e.g. C3 for the construction of Hörmander (used to prove 
theoremm 2.2.1) it is required that one can solve a (0, q)-form for all q < 3. The 
supportt of the relevant (0,3)-form a can be controlled, thus there is a (0,2)-form (3 
withh dp = a. Unfortunately the support of /? cannot be controlled anymore, and 
theree is no way known how to solve d"y = j3. 

Thee ideas of Beatrous were extended by Fornaess and 0vrelid, and Noell. They solved 
thee Gleason problem for A(il) where fl is a bounded pseudoconvex domain in C2 with 
C°°C°° boundary, having real analytic boundary ([17]) or having a boundary of finite 
typee ([46]) respectively. The idea behind their proofs is that through every point 
off  the domain there passes a complex line such that one has good ^-estimates on a 
neighborhoodd of its intersection with the boundary. 
Thee results of Backlund and Fallström ([6]), Lemmers and Wiegerinck (chapter 5 and 
6)) also make use of this idea of Beatrous. 

Theoremm 2.2.5 and the ideas behind it can be used to solve the Gleason problem on 
somee "notorious" domains. 

Example.. The "Worm domain" W of Diederich and Fornaess ([14]). This is a 
boundedd pseudoconvex domain in C2 with C°° boundary. Let N(W) denote the 
interiorr of the intersection of all pseudoconvex domains in C2 containing W. One 
off  the remarkable properties of W is that the set N(W) \ W has interior points. In 
otherr words : W has no Stein neighborhood basis. Since dW fails to be strictly 
pseudoconvexx precisely on the set {(z,w) € dW : 1 < |z| < 2,iu = 0} , for every 
pp € W there is a complex line through p that intersects the boundary only in strictly 
pseudoconvexx points. Applying the theorem of Beatrous yields that one can solve the 
Gleasonn problem for vl(U^). 

Example.. For v G C, let Rv denote the real part of v. Consider the following domain 
inn C2 with C°° boundary : 

QQ :=  {{z, w)eC2:$lw+ \z\8 + ~\z\2ftz& < 0} . 

Inn [34] Kohn and Nirenberg noted that there does not exist a holomorphic function 
thatt vanishes at the origin and whose zeros lie outside 1) in a neighborhood of 0. 
Thuss the domain does not have a holomorphic support function at the origin. In this 
examplee it is even impossible to introduce holomorphic coordinates relative to which 
dQdQ is convex in a neighborhood of 0. 
Onee can check that every point of dQ outside the set {(2, w) : z = 0, 3tw — 0}  is 
strictlyy pseudoconvex. Thus through every point of H there passes a complex line 
thatt intersects the boundary only in strictly pseudoconvex points, and from theorem 
2.2.55 follows that one can solve the Gleason problem for A(Q). 

Example.. Fornaess and Sibony constructed in [19] a bounded pseudoconvex Hartogs 
domainn Q in C2 with C°° boundary that is strictly pseudoconvex except for one point 
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suchh that there is a bounded «9-closed (0, l)-form a with coefficients in C°°(Q) for 
whichh all solutions u of du = a are unbounded. Furthermore, they showed that there 
existt ƒ, g 6 H°°(Q) with | f\ + \g\ > S on £3, such that for every 0, tfj G iï"°°(ft ) with 
4>f4>f + ipg = 1 on O, one has that sup(|<^>| + |^|) = oo. In other words : one cannot 
solvee the Corona problem on Q. 
Ass in the proof of theorem 2.2.5 one can cover Q and formulate the appropriate d-
problemm such that the corresponding (0, l)-form A has no support near the weakly 
pseudoconvexx point. Then one can extend A (by defining it to be zero where it was 
nott defined previously) to a bounded enclosed (0, l)-form with coefficients in C°°(il) , 
wheree 17 is a strictly pseudoconvex domain. Thus there is a bounded function (i such 
thatt dfi = A, and this /z can be used to solve the Gleason problem for i7°°(fi) . 

Remark.. One should not underestimate the importance of the previous example. It 
tellss us that the ^-problem and the Gleason problem are not the same. We now show 
thatt there are domains where one can not solve the Gleason problem. 

2.3.. Counterexamples to the Gleason problem 

Wee start with some definitions. The spectrum MR  ̂ of the Banach algebra R(£l) is 
thee set of non-zero multiplicative complex homomorphisms on R(Q). In this section 
R(Q)R(Q) wil l always be a ring of functions on Q. We denote by -K the projection from 
MMR(Q)R(Q) t Q C n d e f i n e d b y 

7r(m)) = (m(zi),... ,m{zn)) 

forr m G MR(n). For p e tt, the set 

TT^ip)TT^ip) = {me MR{U) : 7r(m) = p} 

iss called the fibr e over  p. For such p, the point evaluation mp (defined by mp(f) — 
f(p)f(p) for ƒ E i?(0)) is an element in the fibre over p. A domain f2 C Cn is said to be 
i?-spectrumschlichtt  at p 6 Q if the fibre over p contains exactly one element. We 
sayy O is ü-spectrumschlicht if this is the case for all p G 17. For the definition of 
non-schlichtt and related terms we refer to chapter 1. A domain that is non-schlicht 
withh respect to R(Q) is not /?-spectrumschlicht, but later in this section we will see 
aa domain that is schlicht, but not #°°-spectrumschlicht. 

Thee following example given in [35] is a non-pseudoconvex domain Q where one 
cannott even solve the Gleason problem for H(Q,). We define D as follows : 

D:={zGCD:={zGC22 : |2i| < l , |z2| < 2}  U {z € C2 : 1 1̂ < 2 ,1< \z2\ < 2} . 

Wee now choose an arc 7 that is part of the circle around (4i,0) with radius 4, that 
liess completely in the Z\-plane. Let 7 start at the origin, turn counterclockwise, make 
almostt a full circle and then terminate between the circles C(0,1) and C(0, 2). Let 
UU be a small neighborhood of 7 such that the set U C\ D C\ {5?2i < 0}  is empty. We 
definee SI as the union of D and U. 

Lemmaa 2.3.1. The domain O has non-schlicht envelope of holomorphy. 

PROOF.. Let ƒ be that branch of log( î — 4i), for which 3 / on 7 runs from —7r/2 to 
37r/22 — 7r/8. We now restrict ƒ to D. This function can be extended to a function ƒ 
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onn the whole polydisc A2(0,2) = {z € C2 : \z\\ < 2, \z2\ < 2} . However, ƒ does not 
assumee the same values as ƒ on {z e C2 : 1 < \z\\ < 2,5Rzi < 0, | 2̂1 < 1}  D 7 : $ƒ 
wil ll  be approximately — n/2 — n/8 over there. Thus Cl has non-schlicht envelope of 
holomorphy.. D 

Onee can see the i/(Sl)-envelope of holomorphy of Cl as a Riemann domain Cl over Cl 
consistingg of two sheets. Given ƒ € H(Cl), we denote its extension to H(Cl) by ƒ. 
Wee choose p E CI on the first sheet, and p on the second sheet such that ir(mp) = 
7r(mp).. There is a function ƒ € H(Ci) such that f(p) ^ ƒ(ƒ>). We may assume that 
f(p)f(p) = 0. We now define a homomorphism m in MH  ̂ as follows : for g € H(Cl), 
m(g)m(g) :=  g(p). For many functions g € H(Cl) one still has that 771(5) = 9(P) = 9{p)-
Takee for instance g a polynomial : the polynomials cannot separate p from p. 
Noww suppose that one could solve the Gleason problem for H(Cl) at p. Then there 
wouldd be ƒ1, ƒ2 € H(Cl) such that ƒ(z) = Yli=i( zi ~Pi)fi(z)- However, since m(f) = 
f(P)f(P) ¥" f(p) = O? this would imply that 

22 2 

00 ^ m(/) = m(^2{zi -Pi)fi{z)) = ^2m(zi -pi)m(fi) = 0. 

Thiss is a contradiction. Thus one cannot solve the Gleason problem for H(Cl) at 
p.p. Of course one can use this domain to construct a counterexample to the Gleason 
problemm for A(Ct) and H°°(Cl) instead of H(Q) as well. 

Inn [7] Backlund and Fallström give an example of a pseudoconvex domain Q in C2 

wheree one cannot solve the Gleason problem for H°°(CI) and A(Cl). This domain 
hass a same obstruction as the example above : its H °° -envelope of holomorphy is 
non-schlicht.. Note that one can solve the Gleason problem for H(Cl), since CI is 
pseudoconvexx (see theorem 2.1.4). 

Theyy also gave an example of a pseudoconvex ür°°-domain of holomorphy CI in C3 

wheree one cannot solve the Gleason problem for H°°(Cl). This is quite surprising, 
becausee the jFf°°(il)-envelope of holomorphy of Cl is schlicht, since it is CI itself. How-
ever,, CI has a 2-dimensional subspace S that has non-schlicht iï°°(5)-envelope of 
holomorphy,, thus it is not if°°(5)-spectrumschlicht. In the same way as above, one 
cann give a function ƒ e H°°(Ct) and a homomorphism m in MH<X(-S  ̂(which can be 
appliedd to ƒ as well) that show that there is no solution to the Gleason problem for 
H°°{Cl). H°°{Cl). 

Applyingg the reasoning of the example above to the general case, with Cl a domain in 
Cnn and R{Cl), yields that if Cl is not i?-spectrumschlicht, then one cannot solve the 
Gleasonn problem for R(Cl). This implies that if one can solve the Gleason problem 
forr R(Q), then Cl is .R-spectrumschlicht. It is a conjecture that the other implication 
holdss as well : 

Conjecturee 2.3.2. Cl is R-spectrumschlicht  ̂ one can solve the Gleason problem 
forR(Cl). forR(Cl). 
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CHAPTERR 3 

Generatorss and interpolation in algebras of entire 
functions s 

3.1.. Introductio n 

Lett $1 be an open subset of Cn, let p(z) be a non-negative, plurisubharmonic function 
definedd on fi . We denote by AP(Q) the algebra (with usual addition and multiplica-
tion)) of all analytic functions ƒ in S7 such that there exist some constants c\ and c2 

(whichh may depend on ƒ) with : 

| /(2)|| < Clexp{c2p{z)), Vz <E n. 

Thesee algebras were introduced by Hörmander ([27]). It is customary to assume (and 
wee wil l do so in the rest of the chapter) p is such that : 
1.. AP(Q) contains the polynomials. 
2.. There exist constants K\%K2,Kz,K4 such that 

zz e Q and \z - C| < exp{-KlP(z) - K2) =>  C € fi, p(C) < K3p(z) + K4. 

Thesee conditions have important consequences. Namely, 

 If ƒ € Ap(ü), then §f £ AP(Q) for 1 < j < n. 

 If ƒ € H(Q), then ƒ G Ap(tt) <&  there is a K such that 

// \f{z)\2zxy(-2Kp{z))d\<oo. 
Jn Jn 

 p{z) > (log l/d(z, dQ) — K2)/Ki, hence p(z) —*  00 if z converges to a boundary 
pointt of Q. Thus f2 has a plurisubharmonic exhaustion function; therefore is 
f22 pseudoconvex. 

Thee algebras AP(Q) have been studied extensively, see e.g. [9]. Without loss of 
generalityy (since AP(Q) = Ap+2{£1)) we wil l also assume that p(z) > 2. Instead of 
AAPP(C)(C) we will write Ap. 
Classically,, one considers functions satisfying (slightly) different growth conditions, 
namelyy the functions of finite order. See e.g. [39]. For a continuous function ƒ defined 
onn Cn, not necessarily holomorphic, we define 

M(f,r):=M(f,r):=  max (|/(*)|,2). 
Il 2ll< r r 

Ourr functions wil l be very large for large r; the 2 is there simply because we want to 
bee able to speak about log log M(f,r) for small r as well. A continuous function ƒ 
definedd on Cn, not necessarily holomorphic, is said to have (finite ) order  p E [0,00) 

31 1 
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if f 

-logg log M( / , r ) 
limm ; = p. 

r—»ooo l og r 

Thee (p-)type r of a function of order p is defined as 

- — l o gg M( / , r ) 
rr := lim 

T—KX>T—KX> T? 

(00 < T < oo). A function with type r < oo is said to be of finite type, a function with 
typee r = oo is said to be of infinite type. 
Inn this chapter we study some properties of the algebras Bp, consisting of all analytic 
functionss in Cn of order < p : 

DD it^iTftrn\\y— log log M( / , r ) BBPP  if ^ H(C ) linv^oo : < p}. 
logr r 

Inn the rest of the chapter we assume that p only depends on r — \\z\\. Inspired by 
thee relation between A\\Z\\P and Bp (note that these algebras are not the same !), we 
introducee other algebras, Rp (functions of finite or infinite type with respect to p), 
thatt are related to the algebras Ap (functions of finite type with respect to p) in a 
similarr fashion : 

JJ—JJ— loglogM(/, r) 

logg p(r) R,R, := {/ € m o i EUoo'" Br_:;r ,; < D-

Notee that p(\z\) (z e C) subharmonic => p(||^||) {z € Cn) plurisubharmonic. Hence 
theoremss in C give similar theorems in Cn. Therefore it suffices to consider the 
one-dimensionall  case. Since the function g(x) :=  x1+s is convex for all positive 6, 
gg o p(z) — p(z)l+6 is subharmonic. 

Wee wil l prove the following theorem and proposition : 

Theoremm 3.1.1. Given a function h E C(Cn) (not necessarily holomorphic) with the 
property property 

—— log M(h,r) 
l i m ^ o o—— r — < 1, 

logp(r) ) 

therethere is a plurisubharmonic majorant q(r) of \h(z)\, which depends only on r = \\z\\, 
andand can be written as q(r) = p(r)p(r\ with 

linv^oo/^r)) = lim p(r) = 1. 
r—*oo r—*oo 

ThisThis function p(r) can be chosen such that p(r) is decreasing. 

Propositionn 3.1.2. Suppose p is a non-negative plurisubharmonic function on Cn 

dependingdepending only on r = \\z\\, such that : 
1.1. All polynomials belong to Ap(C

n). 
2.2. There exist constants K\,K2,K^,K4 such that 

zeCzeCnn and \z-C\< exp(-KlP{z) - K2) =*  p(Q < K3p(z) + KA. 
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ThenThen the plurisubharmonic majorant q, constructed above, has similar properties : 
1.1. All polynomials belong to Aq(C

n). 
2.2. There exist constants  such that 

zeCzeCnn and \z - CI < exp{-L!q{z) - L2) =» q(Q < L3q{z) + LA. 

Combiningg the theorem and the proposition above, we see that if ƒ € Rp, there is a 
qq such that ƒ e Aq C Rp. Therefore some theorems on Ap hold for the algebras Rp 
ass well. We will give three examples, and start by showing that one can solve the 
Gleasonn problem for both Ap(Ct) and Rp. Then, given f\, ..., fk € Rp, a necessary 
andd sufficient condition is derived whether they generate the whole algebra or not. 
Wee conclude by giving an example from interpolation theory. 

3.2.. An auxiliar y theorem 

Noww we will prove theorem 3.1.1 (stated above). 

PROOF.. Actually, we will construct a majorant of M(h, r) with the desired properties. 
Wee wil l use the following basic properties of subharmonic and convex functions, which 
cann be looked up in, e.g., [23] : 
I.. A subharmonic function, depending only on r = \z\, is convex with respect to logr. 
II .. A convex function is differentiable outside a countable set. 
III .. If pi and p2 are subharmonic, then #3(2;) := max.(pi(x),p2(x)) is a subharmonic 
function. . 
IV .. A convex function on an open interval is continuous. 

Let t 

x>rx>r  lOgp(X) 

justt as in [57]. 
I tt is easy to see that <j){r)  is a well defined function, and that it is decreasing. If there 
existss some R such that <j>{r)  < 1, W > R, we wil l take 

qr(r)) =p(r)p  ̂ = max(p(r),maxM(/i, t)), 

andd we are done. If <f){r)  > 1,W, we wil l show that there exist a strictly increasing 
sequencee of real numbers rn, tending to infinity, and constants cn G R, such that the 
function n 

{{
»(0)+2n n 

P(r)P(r) 2"+1 , r e r2 n, r2„+ i 
0 ( O)) + 2T» 

P(r2n+i)P(r2n+i)  2n+1 + c n l o g ( ^ 7) , J,e [ r2 n +i , r 2 n +2] 
hass the desired properties. It suffices to indicate how the constants ci, r0, r i , r2 and 
r33 can be chosen; the other constants can be determined similarly. 
DETERMINATIONN OF THE CONSTANTS. 

Takee ro = 0. We have that 
—-- log M{h,r) 
l i m ^ o o—— —— = 1, 

logp(r) ) 
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hencee there exists some R such that Vr > R,M(h,r) < p( r )^°)+2) /3. We take 
r\r\  > R + 1 such that p(r) is differentiable at r = n (this is possible, because of I and 
II) . . 
Let t 

0p*<°>> x 

alogr r 

thenn the derivative of p(r)p  ̂ with respect to logr exists at r = r\. 
Wee define a function / on C as follows : l{r)  :— p(ri)^°) + ci log( —). Because p > 2 
andd 2 € Ap, there exist constants K and L such that for large r 

l(r)l(r)  <K\ogr< Lp(r) < p ( r )W 0 )+2 ) / 3. 

Lett r2 be the largest number with l(r2) = p ( r2 ) ^0) + 2^ 3 . 
Theree exists an S > r2 + 1 such that Vs > S, <j>(s) < - -^--4. Choose rs > S such that 
/?(r)) is differentiable at r = r3. 

T H EE FUNCTION p ( r) i s DECREASING. 

p(r)) is constant 0(0) on [0,ri] . For A e [ 0(Qj +2, 0(0)), let ^ be the smallest number 
inn (ri,r 2]  with /(//) = p(/i)A . Then the function p(r)A — /(r) is positive for small r, 
negativee at r = r\ and zero at r = /i. Combining this with I, we see that p(r)x — l(r) > 
00 for r > ft. Because p(r)p  ̂ = l(r)  on [ri,r2J, this shows that p(r) is decreasing on 
[n,r2] . . 

T H EE FUNCTION p{r)pi-r  ̂ is SUBHARMONIC. 

Ourr function is subharmonic on [0, r^), with the possible exception of the points r\ and 
rr 22-- It is subharmonic at r\, since the logarithmic derivative of p(r)p  ̂ is increasing 
att r = r i . Previously, we saw that p(r)p  ̂ = max (/(r),p(r)^^°^+2^3) for r > r\. 
Usingg III , this yields that p(r)p  ̂ is subharmonic at r = r2 too. 

Thee function p(r)p  ̂ is a majorant of M(h, r) on [0, rs] by construction. It is obvious 
howw to continue with this construction to obtain the desired function p(r) on [0, oo). 

D D 

Wee shall now prove proposition 3.1.2 (that is stated in the introduction). 

PROOF.. Aq contains all polynomials, since these are contained in Ap C Aq. We know 
theree are constants K\, K2, K3, K4 with : 

ze€ze€nn and \z - C| < exp(-Kip(z) - K2) =>  p(C) < K3p(z) + K4. 

Lett 2 , (e Cn. Suppose \z - C| < exp(-Kiq{z) - K2). 
Iff  \z\ > |C| then q(Q < q{z), since q is subharmonic, defined everywhere on C, 
dependingg only on r = \z\ and therefore increasing. So suppose |C| > \z\. Say 
q{z)q{z) = p1+a(z), q(Q = p1+b{Q for certain constants o, b. Then a > 6, since p(r) is 
decreasing.. We also have that p(z) > 2, therefore q(z) = p{z)p  ̂ > p(z), which yields 
that t 

\z\z - CI < exp(-Kiq(z) - K2) < exp(-KlP(z) - K2), 
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andd therefore p(Q < Ksp(z) + K4. Hence 

<?(00 =P1+b(0 < P1+a(0 < (K3P(z) + K ^ a < (K3 + ^ ) i + V + a ( ^ ) = Mq(z). 

D D 

3.3.. The Gleason problem 

Wee recall theorem 2.2.1 of Fallström (it also holds for f2 = Cn) , that can be summa-
rizedd as : "if one can solve the d-problem, then one can solve the Gleason problem". 

Theoremm 3.3.1. If Q, is a bounded domain in Cn, it has the Gleason AP(Q)-property. 
Cnn has both the Gleason Ap-property and the Gleason Rp-property. 

P R O O F.. Let U be a bounded domain in Cn, or the whole space Cn. For every d-closed 
formm A, with coefficients not growing faster than AexpBp(z), we can find a form u, 
suchh that du = A, where the coefficients of u do not grow faster than CexpDp(z). 
Thiss follows from lemma 4 in [27] . So f£ has the Gleason ,Ap(ft)-property. 
Forr ƒ £ Rp, there is a q such that ƒ € Aq C Rp. Hence Cn has the Gleason .ftp-
property.. D 

3.4.. Generating the algebra 

Lett p(z) a non-negative, plurisubharmonic function defined on C", depending only 
onn r = \\z\\. Again, we will state the corresponding theorem for the algebras AP(Q,) 
first.. It is due to Hörmander ([27]). 

Theoremm 3.4.1. Suppose p is such that : 
1.1. All polynomials belong to AP(Q). 

2.2. There exist constants Ki,K2,K$,K4 such that 

zz G fl and \z - C| < exp(-Kip(z) -K2)^CeÜ, p{Q < K3p(z) + KA. 

LetfLetfuu . . ., fkeAp(Q). Then 

(A , . . .. , fk) = Ap(ü) & (J2 l / i (2) | )_1 < Aexp(Bp(z)), V*  € fi 

forfor some positive constants A, B. 

Inn our setting, this becomes : 

Theoremm 3.4.2. Suppose p is such that : 
1.1. All polynomials belong to Ap(C

n). 
2.2. There exist constants K\,K.2,K3  such that 

zeCzeCnn and \z - C| < exp{-KlP(z) - K2) =  p(C) < K3p(z) + K4 

LetLet f\, ..., ƒfc € Rp. Then 

(/ l , . --- Jk) = Rp ^ l i m ^ o o — < 1. 
logg p(r) 

Againn note that it suffices to consider the one-dimensional case. 
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PROOF.. =>. This is the easiest part. We use a well-known argument : 
iff  / i , . . ., fk generate Rp, we can find pi, . . ., gk € Rp with 

Hencee we have 

thatt is, 

andd since 

i<Ew*)iZ>(*)i ' ' 

(£I/^)I) _1<£M*)I , , 

—— l o g l o g M ( E l ^ U) . , 
hm^ooo p-r < 1, 

logg p(r) 
thee same holds for (53 I/*! ) *
<=.<=.  Suppose 

T-T- l o g l o g M t ^ l / i l ) " 1 ^ ) ^ , 
logp(r) ) 

Lett log+ h(z) denote, as usual, max(log|/i(jz)|,0). By theorem 3.1.1, there exists a 
subharmonicc majorant q(z) = p(r)p  ̂ of 

fc fc 

ĝ++ (E i /^)i) -1 + Ê l og+ M^' |2|)' 
i=l i=l 

dependingg only on r = \z\, with 

—— log q(z) 
limr-oo-- J-T < 1. 

logp(r) ) 

Thenn ft e Aq and ( £ I/ i(^)l) -1 < expq{z). 
Propositionn 3.1.2 tells us that q(z) indeed satisfies the conditions in the theorem of 
Hörmander,, hence {fu ..., fk)Aq = Aq. It is obvious that Aq C Rp, therefore 

D D 

Corollar yy 3.4.3. Let p be a positive constant, let f\, . . ., ƒk £ -op- T/ien 

{fi,---Jk){fi,---Jk) = Bpe> l im^oo j ^ < 1. 

(7hh oi/ier words ; »ƒ and only if ( £ | /z(z)|)- 1 w « function of order < p.) 

Forr f?p = R\z\p. 

Corollar yy 3.4.4. The same holds for p = 0. 
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Thee algebra BQ isn't a Rp, but the proof given for rings Rp works also for BQ. 

Remark.. If we look at the proof of theorem 3.4.2, we see that it can be adapted to 
thee case Q = B(0,I), instead of Q = Cn. 

3.5.. An application in interpolatio n theory 

Inn [9], [10] and [11], interpolation theory on the algebras Ap is studied. It is now 
possiblee to extend some theorems to Rp. We wil l limi t ourselves to one example. 

Somee definitions. 
AA  multiplicit y variety V consists of a collection of pairs (zk,mk), where the zk 

aree distinct points of C with \zk\ —» oo, and mk are positive integers, called the 
multiplicitiess of the points zk. A typical example is V — V( / ) , the zeros of an entire 
functionn ƒ with the multiplicities of these zeros. 
Wee say that a multiplicity variety V is an interpolatin g variety for Ap if for every 
sequencee akj satisfying 

\ak,j\\ak,j\ < Aexp(Bp{zk)), 0<j<mk, A; = 1,2,... 

forr some constants A, B > 0 (that may depend on the sequence akj), there is a 
functionn g e Ap such that 

QQU)U)(z(zkk) ) 
.,, =akJ, 0<j<mk, fe = l , 2 , . . .. 

Theoremm 3.5.1. (A consequence of theorem 4 in [10].,) 
LetLet ƒ 6 Ap, V = V(f) = (zk,mk)k- If for some constants A, B > 0 

-l l 

<Aexp(Bp{z<Aexp(Bp{zkk)),)), Vfc ff imk)imk)(z(zkk) ) 
mmkk\ \ 

thenthen V is an interpolation variety. 

Translatingg this theorem to one concerning the algebras Rp, it becomes 

Theoremm 3.5.2. Let ƒ € Rp, V = V(f) = {zk,mk)k. If 

__ l o g l o g ( ^ H ) " 1 

thenthen for every sequence ak<j satisfying 

^^ log log max, | aM | 1 

logp{zlogp{zkk) ) 

therethere is a function g € Rp such that 

99(j)(j)(z(zkk) ) 
== ajb,j) 0 < j < m f c , k = 1,2, . . .. 
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PROOF.. Suppose ƒ e Rp is given such that 

lim fe. . 
logg p(zk) 

- 1 1 

<< 1. 

Lett ak,j such that 

ÏT—— loglogmaxj |afcj| 

logp(^jt) ) 
limfc_ _ << 1. 

I tt follows from theorem 3.1.1 and proposition 3.1.2 that there is a q such that ƒ e Aq, 
- l l 

<< exp(q(zk)), VA; and 
ff {mk){mk){z{zkk) ) 

m,m,kk\ \ 

|flfc,jll  < exp(g(zfc)), 0<j<mk, A; = 1 , 2 , . .. 

Applyingg theorem 3.5.1 yields a g € Aq C Rp such that 

0 ( j ) f 2 . ) ) 
tftf ., = flfcj,  0 < j < m f c , fc=l,2,.... 

D D 

Remark.. This extends a result of Lapin ([37]), who proved this for the case p(z) 
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Solvingg the Gleason problem on linearly convex 
domains s 

4.1.. Introductio n 

Leibenzonn was the first to solve a non-trivial Gleason problem; he proved ([31]) that 
thee Gleason problem for A($l) can be solved on every bounded convex domain in Cn 

thatt has a C2 boundary. This result was sharpened by Grange ([21], for i7°°(Q)), 
andd by Backlund and Fallström ([4] and [5], for A(Q) and H°°(Q) respectively), for 
convexx domains in Cn having only a Cl+e boundary. Grange also gave an example 
off  a convex domain with only C1 boundary where the method used does not work. 
Recalll  that for an open set U in Rfe and 0 < e < 1, C1+e(U) denotes the space of 
functionss ƒ G CX{U) for which 

E nnn #II  V^ Daf(x-\-h)-Daf(x) 
\\Daf\\L«>{U)\\Daf\\L«>{U) + 2^ s up IT*  <+oo, 

|a|<ll  \a\=lX'X+h€U n 

andd that a domain is said to have C1 +e boundary if it has a neighborhood U and a 
definingg function p e Cl+e such that the gradient of p does not vanish on dQ. 
Inn this chapter, we return to the original method of Leibenzon, and use it to solve the 
Gleasonn problem for both A(Q) and H°°(Q) on C-convex domains in Cn with C1 +e 

boundary.. These are domains such that their intersection with any complex line 
passingg through the domain is connected and simply connected. After translation we 
cann assume that the domain contains the origin, and that the point where we try 
too solve the Gleason problem is the origin. We denote the derivative of a function 
gg with respect to the fc'th coordinate with D^g. Now let ƒ be a function in if00 (£2) 
thatt vanishes at 0. If Q is convex, it is easy to see that for fi(z) := JQ Dif(Xz)dX, 
f{z)f{z) = Hr=i  zifi( z)- The hard part is to show that ƒ, € H°°(£l). Leibenzon did this 
byy making estimates of Dif(Xz) on the line segment between 0 and 1. If one considers 
C-convexx domains, this method doesn't work, of course. However, let z € £). Choose 
aa curve 72 in C that connects 0 and 1 such that for all s E [0,1] the point ,yz(s)z is in 
£22 intersected with the complex line through 0 and z. Let 

Ti(f)(z)Ti(f)(z) :=  f Dif(Xz)dX. 

Cauchy'ss theorem implies that every curve 72 as above yields the same complex 
numberr Ti(f)(z). For every ƒ € H°°(Q) that vanishes at 0 we have that 

f{z)=f{z)= f <MtMdX = j ^ Z i J Dif{Xz)dX = jrziTiU){z). 

39 9 
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Byy estimating Dif(Xz) on 72 we prove that 7*ƒ e H°°(Ü). We show that the same 
methodd can be used to solve the Gleason problem for 

AAmm(ü)(ü) := { ƒ e H{Q) : Daf e C{U) 0 < \a\ < m} 

forr all 0 < m < oo. 

4.2.. C-convex sets 

Inn M.n there are two natural definitions of convexity. A set E is convex if it has one 
off  the two following properties. 

1.. The intersection of E with each line is connected. 
2.. Through every point in the complement of E there passes a hyperplane which 

doess not intersect E. 

Iff  one assumes that E is connected, these definitions are equivalent. These definitions 
leadd to the following generalizations of convexity in Cn : 

1.. One says that a set O C Cn is C-convex if all its intersections with complex 
liness are connected and simply connected. 

2.. fl is said to be linearl y convex (also : lineally convex) if through every 
pointt in the complement of Q there passes a complex hyperplane that does not 
intersectt Q. 

3.. An open set Q in Cn is called weakly linearl y convex if through every point 
off  dQ there passes a complex hyperplane that does not intersect Q. 

Forr proofs of the following assertions and for more information on C-convex sets we 
referr to [1], [2] and [28]. 

 For a bounded connected domain Q, with C1 boundary all the previous defini-
tionss are equivalent. 

 If Q is a bounded C-convex set with C1 boundary, every complex line passing 
throughh Q intersects dQ, transversally. 

 Let C, LC and P denote the set of convex sets, the set of linearly convex sets 
andd the set of pseudoconvex sets in Cn respectively. Then C ^ LC ^ P. 

Inn the rest of the chapter we will assume that fi  is a bounded C-convex set with C1 +e 

boundary,, and that Q, contains the origin. 

4.3.. Definition s and auxiliar y results 

Wee establish some notations : by | | / || we denote the supremum of | /| on O. We 
denotee the derivative of a function g with respect to the Ar'th coordinate with Dkg. 
Forr a multi-index a = (QI, . .. , an) € Nn let 

DDaa:={D:={D 11))
aa*...{D*...{D nn))

aa», », 

andd |a| := Y17=i ai- ^o r z  ̂ 0' t n e u11^110 complex line through the points 0 and z is 
denotedd by LotZ. For a w £ <9f£, we denote by nw the inner unit normal vector to dQ 
att w. Given z e Cn \ {0} , we denote by 

zz z 
{^z{n{^z{nww))uu...... ,irz(nw)n) =ir z{nw) := (nw  T-T)-J-| 

thee orthogonal projection of nw onto LQZ. Constants may be denoted by the same 
letterr at various places, even though their values are different. 
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Lemmaa 4.3.1. (Cf. [4].) Let w G diï. There exist a neighborhood W of w and a 
aa > 0 such that for all z G W D d£l, and e(z) a complex unit tangent vector to dil at 
z,z, the following holds : ifO<s<l and t G C then \t\1+e/2 < 1 — s < a implies that 
33 + (1 - s)irz(nw) + te{z) G £1. 

PROOF.. Since Q has C1 +e boundary, there is a C1+e defining function r with Vr ^ 0 
onn dü, such that Q = {z G Cn : r(z) < 0} . We compute at z G W fl dft : 

r(22 + (1 - s ^ O O + te(z)) - r(z) 

+ 0 ( | ( 1 - 5 ) 7 ^ ( 7 1 ^ ) + * e ( * ) |1 + e) ) 

== (1 - s)25ft I £ ^ ( ^ , ( 4 J + (1 - ^ ,< ), 

with h 
ss — 1 £e(z) 

5 ( M )) = Q ( l ( i - g ) i / ( i ^ ) 7 r z ( n w ) + ( i _ s) i / u + < o | 1 + e )' 

Heree we used that e(z) is a complex tangent vector to dü at z, causing the term 
ft(£"=ift(£"=i  ^{z)tej(z)) to vanish. Let 1 - s, t tend to zero with \t\ < (1 - ^^( i+^/a). 
Thenn the term 

ss — 1 , > £e(z) 
( l _ s) i / ( i +€ ) " * v» i« ;; . ( 1 _ s j i / ( 1 + e ) 

tendss to zero. For every 1 — s close to zero, there is a small ts such that z + (1 — 
s)7Tz(nti;)+t«e(2)) € 12. Thereforer(z+(l-s)7r2(nw)+i se(2)) < 0. Since nz(nw) is not 
aa tangent vector (if we choose W small enough), 3ft(£"=1 ^ - (^ ) (1 - s)^(«u))j) 7̂  0. 
Hencee this term has to be negative. Then there is a constant a > 0 such that 
|£|i+e/22 < 1 _ s < ,j implies that 

(11 - s)2R lj2^(z)7Tz(nw)j J + (1 - s)g(s,t) < 0, 

inn other words : z + (1 - s)7rz(nw) + te(z) G tt.

Lemmaa 4.3.2. For every v G dn there exist a neighborhood W of v and a a > 0 
suchsuch that Fv(w, s) :=  w + (1 - s)irw(nv) is a bisection from W D dü x (1 - <r, 1] to 

PROOF.. Observe that 7rw(nv) ^ 0 (since L0,v intersects dtt transversally). Hence the 
Jacobiann of Fv(w,s) does not vanish at (v, 1). Now apply the real variable inverse 
functionn theorem to obtain a neighborhood W of v such that Fv(w, s) is a bijection 
fromm W Pi dü x (1 - a, 1 + a) to W. Now let w G W n dSX Then ^ ( T ^ ) is not a 
tangentt vector, thus, by lemma 4.3.1, u; + (1 - s)-Kw(nv) lies in 12 for s G [1 - a, 1] 
andd in Cn \ ft for sG (1,1 + a ].

Compactnesss of dft and lemma 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 now yield : 
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Propositionn 4.3.3. There exist a finite number of open sets W\,..., Wm in Cn 

containingcontaining points w\,..., Wm respectively, and a u > 0 such that : 

 due UWi _ 
 FWi (w, s) : Wi n dü x (1 - a, 1] — W* D O is a bijection V I < K m . 
 For u> e Wi H dÜ, and e(w) a complex unit tangent vector to dfl at w the 
followingfollowing holds. If 0 < s < 1 and | t |1 + e /2 < 1 - s < a, then w + (1 -
s)ns)nww(n(nWiWi)) + te(w) £ Q, V l < i < m . 

Lett V*  :={zeQ:3we W^nd^se (1-Jcr, 1] :z = w + (l-8)irw(nWi)},V:=UiVi. 

Definition .. For 2 G 14 we say that w corresponds to z if there is an s G (1 — \o, 1] 
suchh that z = w + (1 - s)ww(nWk). 

Becausee fi has C1 +e boundary, we can choose for every w G dQ n — 1 linearly in-
dependentt complex unit tangent vectors to dO. at w, e1(w),..., en~1(w), depend-
ingg continuously on w. If w corresponds to z € 14, we define ej(z) := eJ(w) for 
11 < j < n — 1. Since IU depends continuously on 2; for 2 e Vfc, we have that e^(z) 
dependss continuously on z on 14. Sometimes we make a statement that holds for 
everyy ej(z), and omit the superscript for brevity. 

Forr z e Vit with corresponding w we fix a smooth curve 72 in C, from 0 to 1, without 
loops,, that consists of two parts 7*  and 7 .̂ We choose 7̂  such that 

1122
ZZ{S)Z{S)Z = Z + (1 - s j T T u ^J 5 G [1 - -<7, 1], 

thus,, with / i z / 0 the unique constant such that fizz — nw(nWk) : 7^(s) = 1 + (1 —s)/zz 

forr all s € [1 — iff , 1]. Note that /^ is bounded on Vfc, therefore on V. 
Wee have that d(dfi,7^(l — |<r)) depends continuously on z on Vfc. It is positive for 
alll  z in the compact set Vfc, and because there is only a finite number of Vi's, it is 
boundedd from below by a universal constant A. We choose a sufficiently small er such 
thatt A is sufficiently small, that is : 

 The set {z € O : d(z,dÜ) > A} is connected and contains the origin. That 
thiss set is indeed connected for sufficiently small A follows from the fact that 
Q,Q, has C1+€ boundary. 

 For z i V, d(z,dü) > A. 

Wee choose the curve 7] in C, from 0 to 1 + \o\xz, without loops, such that 

-yl{s)z-yl{s)z e O and d(jl{s)z,dQ) >A Vs € [0,1 - ]-a}. 

Forr z £ V we fix a smooth curve 72 in C, from 0 to 1, without loops, such that 

-y-yzz(s)z(s)z e O and d{jz(s)z, ffl) >A Vs e [0,1]. 

Wee can and will choose the curves 7̂  in such a way that there is a constant M 
withh \*)z{s)\ < M Vz, s, and that for z, Z\, 22,  € Vfc, zn —» 2 implies that 
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4.4.. Solving the Gleason problem for  if°°(Q) 

Definition .. For a holomorphic function ƒ on O that vanishes at the origin we define 
operatorss Tj (1 < i < n) as follows : 

Ti(f)(z)Ti(f)(z) :=  f Dif(\z)d\. 

Thesee linear operators are related to the differentiated simplex functional fia,b{df) = 

JJQQ df(a -f t(b — a))dt, that are studied in [2], 3.2. Note that one has 

« ƒ ) ( * )ƒ(*)== f ^-dX = f J2ziDif(\z)d\ =  1£ziTi 

Sincee !*(ƒ ) E H(ty, we see that the functions T»(/) solve the Gleason problem for 
H{Q). H{Q). 

Theoremm 4.4.1. Let Q. be a bounded linearly convex domain with C1 +£ boundary. 
SupposeSuppose that it contains the origin. Let f be a function in H°°(Q) that vanishes 
atat the origin. Then there exists a constant K that depends only on CI, such that 
| | ï i ( / ) ||| < Al l ƒ ||  Hence Ti(f) E H°°(Vt). Thus we can solve the Gleason problem 
forH°°(Sl). forH°°(Sl). 

P R O O F.. We fix z E Ü. First we consider the case that z £ y. Then d(/y2(s)z, dtl) > A 
forr all s E [0,1]. If ai is the i'th unit vector, we have 

Ti(f)(z)Ti(f)(z) = f Dif(Xz)dX 

ff dfiXz + tai). „  fldf(-yz(s)z + tai 

== I dt i * = ° d X=L — d t — 
t=olt=ol zz{s)ds. {s)ds. 

Lett C(0, A) be the circle with center 0 and radius A. By Cauchy's theorem, for all 
ss e [0,1] : 

df('ydf('yzz(s)z(s)z + tai) 

dt dt \t=o \t=o 27TiJ27TiJc c C(0,A) C(0,A) 

f{lz{s)zf{lz{s)z + taj) 
tt2 2 dt dt < < \\f\ \\f\ 

Hence e 

I/,. . df(Xzdf(Xz + tai)i , J ^ M | | / || ^ 
JtJt \ 0̂dX\<~r<K\\f\\. 

Noww we consider the case that z E V D Q; let w E dQ correspond to z. One can make 
thee appropriate estimate on 7*  as above. For s E [1 - f, 1) let C(0, (1 - s )1 / ( 1 + e / 2 )) 
bee the circle with center 0 and radius (1 — s)1^1* 6/2) . Then 

df(jdf(j22
zz(s)z(s)z + te(z)) 

dt dt \t=o \t=o 
df{zdf{z + (1 - s)-Kw(nWk) + te{z)) 

dt dt \t=o \t=o 

-Lf -Lf 
27""  Jc(o,(i-*y/i1+ == / 2 ) ) 

f(zf(z + (1 - s)Trw(nWk) + te(z)) 
t2 2 dt dt 

< < ( l _ s) l / ( l + * / 2 ) ) 
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Againn by Cauchy's theorem, 

df{Xzdf{Xz + te{z)) 

J^ J^ dt dt 
\t=o\t=o d\\ 

-Jo-Jo ( I -*) 1 
M\\f\\ M\\f\\ 

/ ( l+e/2) ) 
ds<K\\f\ ds<K\\f\ 

Ass a consequence of the chain rule, we have for 1 < j < n — 1 : 

df(\zdf(\z + tei(z)) 
\t=o\t=o aA = 

t = i i L L dt dt 

nn . n 

\\t=0t=0 d\ = £ e j ( * ) / Dif(Xz)d\ = Y,4(z)TiU){z). 
i=li=l  J"T*  t = l 

Previously,, we already noted that £ " = 1 ZiTi(f)(z) = f(z). Thus, the known numbers 
Ti(f)(z)Ti(f)(z) form a solution of the following system of n equations : 

// e\{z) 4(*)) \ / TMKZ) \ 

, n - l l 

V V 
( 2 ) ) 

D n - 1 1 
(z) (z) 

Zl Zl ) ) \ \ Tn(f)U)Tn(f)U) ) 

II  j 4r(A.y(,»|(_o dx x 

V V A A 4f(Aa:+te"-l(z)) ) 

ƒ(*) ) 

t=00 ^A 

y y 
Thee determinant A(z) of the matrix to the left also exists for z € 14, and it depends 
continuouslyy on z. The vectors z, e^{z) (1 < j < n — 1) are linearly independent, 
ass any complex line passing through ft intersects dü transversally, as mentioned in 
sectionn 4.2. Thus A(z) does not vanish on the compact set 14. Hence |A(^)| is 
boundedd from below. Now we use Cramer's rule to express Ti(f)(z) in terms of 
A(z)-\A(z)-\ efO), z, f(z) and the integrals J^ df{Xz

t̂
e^z))\t=o d\. Each of those terms 

cann be estimated from above with C| | / | |, hence \Ti(f)(z)\ < Kk\\f\\. Since there is 
onlyy a finite number of V -̂'s, we have that ||Tj(/)|| < X| | / | |. G 

4.5.. Extending %{f) to the boundary 

Lemmaa 4.5.1. Let ƒ be a function in A(O) that vanishes at the origin. We define a 
functionfunction I on 14 as follows : 

I(z)I(z) := f df(Xzdf(Xz + te{z)) 

It It 
\t=o\t=o dX. 

ThenThen I eC(Vk). 

PROOF.. For convenience, we repeat the definition of 14 : 

__ 1 
VVkk := {ze Ü: 3weWiDdü,se ( 1 - - a , l] : z = w + {l-s)TTw(nWi)}. 

Wee now apply the dominated convergence theorem of Lebesgue to derive the result. 
Inn detail : for z 6 14 we define 

h{(,s,z) h{(,s,z) 
èièif{yz{s)f{yz{s)^^ei2))ei2))<(^<(^  fors G [ 0 , 1 - H 
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Then n 
df(Xzdf(Xz + te(z)) 

dt dt 
t=oo d\ 

.i-i* .i-i* 
==  1 1 h(£1s,z)d<;ds+ [ f h(C,s,z)dCds. 

JOJO JC(0,A) Jl-%o JC(Q,\) 

Forr C G C(0,1), s G [1 - |o-, 1) we have that 

\h(C,s,z)\<^M(l-s)-^^\h(C,s,z)\<^M(l-s)-^^22l l 

Furthermore,, f0 (\—s)~1^l+e^2^ds < oo. A similar estimate can be made on |/i(£, s, z)\ 
forr s G [0,1 — !<T]. NOW fix t>, ii„  G Vjt (n = 0,1,2, . . .) such that vn — v. Then 
7v„( s)) ~~*  7v(s) f° r al l  s € [0,1]. Thus for fixed £ and s, /i(£, s, un) converges to 
/i(C,, s, v). Applying Lebesgue's theorem yields that 

I{vI{v nn)=)=  I h(£,s,vn)d(;ds-* ƒ I h(C,s,v)dCds = I(v). 

Hencee I G C{Vk). D 

Noww let ƒ 6 A(£l), /(O) = 0. On f2 we define 7i(/)(2) as above. We now proceed to 
definee T{(f) on dQ as well. For z G Vjt we consider the following system of n equations 
$ ( ƒ ): : 

// e\(z) ... eJW \ / . , \ / J . ^ ' W U fl \ 

,»»-! ! (*) ) 
V V Zl Zl zzn n 

XXnn—\ —\ 

Xn. Xn. 

rr  df(Xz+ten-1(z))\ , x 

Thee vectors z, e?(z) (1 < j < n — 1) are linearly independent, as noted in the proof 
off  theorem 4.4.1 . Thus the system has a unique solution (x\,... ,xn). For z G dQ 
wee define Ti(f)(z) :— Xi. 

Lemmaa 4.5.2. Let ƒ be a function in A(£l) that vanishes at the origin. Then Ti(f) G 

PROOF.. Let A(z) be the determinant of the matrix to the left in S(f). We again 
usee Cramer's rule to express Ti(f)(z) in terms of A(z)~1

) ef(z), z, f(z) and the 

integralss ƒ Z+Jtf \t=o dX. These functions all depend continuously on z on 
Vjfc.. Therefore Ti(f) is in C(Vfc), and repeating this argument for all k yields that 
Ti(f)Ti(f) G C{V). Hence Tt{f) G A{Q). D 

Lemmaa 4.5.3. Let f be a function in Am(Q,) (1 < m < oo) that vanishes at the 
origin.origin. Then !*(ƒ ) G Am(tt). 

PROOF.. Let a G Nn such that \a\ = m, let z G £1. We choose a neighborhood U of 
^^ that has positive distance to dQ, such that for u € U, s G [0,1], 7z(s)u G f£. Thus 
bothh -yz and 7U are curves from 0 to 1, and applying Cauchy's theorem yields that 

DDaaTi{f){u)Ti{f){u)  = Da j Dif{Xu)dX 
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==  Da f Dif{\u)d\ = f DiD
af{Xu)XrndX = f DiDaf{Xu)XmdX. 

Combiningg this with our assumption that Daf E C(Q) this yields that DaTi(f) € 
C{U).C{U). Hence Ti(f) 6 Am(tt). D 

Theoremm 4.5.4. Let f£ C Cn be a bounded linearly convex domain with C1 +e bound-
ary.ary. Then the ideal in Am(Q), with 0 < m < oo, consisting of all functions in A m(0) 
thatthat vanish at p e Q, is generated by the coordinate functions z\ — p i , . .. , zn — pn. 

PROOF.. We may assume that p = 0. For an ƒ € Am(H) that vanishes at the origin, 
wee have that 

n n 

ƒƒ (z) = 5 > 7 K ƒ)(*), 
»=i i 

andd Tt(f) E Am{n). D 

4.6.. Final remark s 

Inn [21] Grange gave the following example of a convex domain Q in C2 for which Taf/) 
iss unbounded for a certain ƒ e if°°(J2) that vanishes at the origin : let h(x) := j ^ ^ 
forr x > 0, /i(0) := 0. Let 

OO := {(zi,* 2) € C2 : \z2\ < 1, |zi|2 + h(\z2\) - 1< 0} . 

Thiss shows that the functions Tj( ƒ) may fail to solve the Gleason problem on C-convex 
domainss with C1 boundary. However, it is possible to solve the Gleason problem for 
H°°(Q,)H°°(Q,) and A(Q) by using different techniques, as wil l be shown in chapter 5. 

AA glance at the previous proofs may suggest that our results can be obtained under 
thee weaker assumptions of the next lemma. This lemma however shows that these 
assumptionss are not really weaker at all. 

Lemmaa 4.6.1. Let Q be a bounded domain with C1 boundary such that every complex 
lineline passing through Q intersects d£l transversally. Suppose that 0, intersected with 
anyany complex line is connected. Then f) is C-convex. 

PROOF.. From the conditions it follows immediately that Q, is connected. Suppose Q 
iss not C-convex. Then it is not weakly linearly convex either, meaning there is a point 
zz e dQ such that every complex hyperplane H through z intersects f). We take for H 
thee complex tangent space to dft at z. It contains a complex line that is tangential to 
dQdQ at z and intersects ft. This contradicts our assumption that such a line intersects 
dfldfl transversally. D 
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Reinhardtt  domains and the Gleason problem 

5.1.. Introductio n 

Expandingg the idea of Beatrous (theorem 2.2.5), Backlund and Fallström proved in 
[6]]  that on a bounded, pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain in C2 that has C2 boundary 
andd contains the origin, one can solve the Gleason problem for A(Q,). For every p € Q 
theyy constructed a finite open covering of U, such that the Gleason problem can 
bee solved easily on each of its open sets; moreover the pairwise intersections of its 
openn sets intersect the boundary only in strictly pseudoconvex points. Then a global 
solutionn was obtained by formulating an additive Cousin problem and using 0vrelids 
theoremm ([48]). By using similar techniques, we prove that the result of Backlund and 
Fallströmm also holds without the assumption that the domain SI contains the origin. 
Inn the second part of this chapter we show that even the condition that SI needs to 
bee pseudoconvex can be dropped. Furthermore, this result also holds for the Gleason 
problemm for H°°(Q). 

5.2.. Some definitions, notations and lemmas 

Forr a function h, let Zh := {z : h(z) — 0}  be its zero set. We denote the boundary of 
ann open set D by dD, and Co(D) wil l denote the convex hull of D. The interior and 
thee closure of a set V are denoted by V° and V respectively. 
Wee recall that a domain in C2 is Reinhardt if it is invariant under the standard T2 

actionn on C2 given by (81,82)  (21,22) *-*  (eieizi,ete2Z2). Throughout this chapter 
QQ will be a bounded Reinhardt domain in C2. 
Ass usual, C*  shall denote C \ {0} . Let 

LL : (C*)2 - K2, L(Zl,z2) := (log |zi|,log \z2\). 

Wee denote the logarithmic image of SI D (C*)2 by u. The logarithmic image of Zf D 
(C*)22 is denoted by L{Zf), and the C2 strictly pseudoconvex points of SI and C2 

strictlyy convex points of UJ are denoted by 5(f2) and S(u) respectively. Recall that 
aa point q € du is C2 strictly convex if there exist (after rotation, if necessary) a 
neighborhoodd U of q and a function r £ C2(U) such that 

dd22f f 
 and U flw = {{x,y) e U : f(x,y) > 0} . 

Wee recall some basic facts (cf. [36]) about the relation between Q and u; : U is 
pseudoconvexx «=> w is convex. If Q has C2 boundary, UJ wil l also have C2 boundary. 
Alsoo note that a point z (having no zero coordinate) in dQ is strictly pseudoconvex 

 L(z) is a strictly convex point of doj. 

47 7 
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Lemmaa 5.2.1. Let ft be a bounded pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain in C . Suppose 
thatthat either 

 ft does not meet the axes Z\ = 0 and z2 = 0 or 
 ft has C2 boundary 

LetLet X be a smooth B-closed (0,l)-form on ft, whose coefficients are bounded on ft. If 
suppXsuppX does not meet the axes, and dft n suppX consists of a finite number of connected 
setssets containing only C2 strictly pseudoconvex points, then there exists a function u in 
C(ft)C(ft) nC°°(ft) such that Bu = X. 

PROOF.. First suppose that ft does not meet the axes z\ = 0 and z2 = 0. Then the 
logarithmicc image a; of 1) is bounded. The logarithmic image X of suppA n dft is a 
closedd subset of S(UJ). Hence there exists a bounded strictly convex domain w C R2 

suchh that u> C u> and X C du). 
Thenn 0 := {(21,22) £ C2 : L{z) e a?}  is a strictly pseudoconvex domain with C2 

boundaryy . The form A can be trivially extended (by defining it to be 0 at ft \ ft) 
too a C°°-form A on ft. Since ft is strictly pseudoconvex, there exists a function 
üü € C(ft) n C°°{ft) such that dü = X (theorem 1.3.4). The restriction u = i % has 
thee desired properties. 

Nextt suppose that ft meets at least one of the axes. Note that we do not have to 
considerr the case that ft meets one of the axes and ft does not. This is because ft is 
pseudoconvexx and has C2 boundary. Thus there are two possibilities : 

1.. 0 e ft. Then ft meets each axis in a disk about 0. 
2.. 0 ^ ft. Then ft meets only one of the axes, say the 22-axis, in an annulus. 

Wee wil l show how to deal with the second case, the first one being completely similar. 
Observee that for e, c, k > 0 

ftofto = {(zi,z2) : log|z2| +c|2 i |2 < Ar, log J2r2| — c|^i[2 > -h, \zi\ < e} 

iss strictly pseudoconvex at the intersection of its boundary with the Z2-ax\s. Its 
logarithmicc image is 

WQWQ = {{x,y) : y + ce2x <h,y- ce2x > -k,ex < e}. 

Thee logarithmic image a; of O is contained in a half-strip : \y\ < N, x < N. Let 
YY C du be a (relative) neighborhood of X, contained in the strictly convex boundary 
pointss of u. Let u>' be the intersection of the half-planes that contain w and are 
tangentt to UJ at some point of Y. Then u C u/. Now we take k > N and e so 
smalll  that UJ0 C u/. As in the case where u is bounded, we can find a strictly convex 
domainn Q (with C2 boundary), the boundary of which contains Y and the part of the 
boundaryy of u0 where x is sufficiently small. Now ft := (L_1(u>)) has Cl boundary, 
iss strictly pseudoconvex, and we proceed as in the previous case.

Lemmaa 5.2.2. Let ft be a bounded pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain in C2 with C2 

boundary.boundary. Let p £ ft. Then there exist analytic polynomials g, h, open sets UQ, U\, 
f/22 and a constant e > 0 such that: 

 zgnzhnft = {p} 
 UQ is strictly pseudoconvex, and p £ UQ CC ft 
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 \g\ > e on U\, \h\ > e on U2 
 Ö C UiUi 
 u1nu2ndnc 5(0) 

PROOF.. First, we will  construct the analytic polynomials g and h, then we construct 
thee open sets U%. We start with the case that Q does not contain points with a zero 
coordinate,, using the following elementary fact : 
lett tjj  a bounded, convex domain in R2, having C2 boundary. Let q G u. Then du> 
containss 3 strictly convex points, u, v and w, such that q lies in the interior of the 
trianglee uvw. Of course one can choose u, v and w such that the slopes of the lines 
ququ and vw are rational numbers. 
Givenn a line I in R2 passing through q = L(pi,p2) with rational slope , we con-
structt a polynomial ƒ in C2 such that L(Zf) = I : 
Iff  =22 < o, m, n > 0, we take f(z) = zfz  ̂ - p^PÏ-
Iff  f > 0, m, n > 0, we take ƒ (2) = z^p?1 - z^p^. 
(Justt as in [6].) Choose u, v, w e ui as above. Let g be a polynomial on C2 such that 
gg vanishes at p and the logarithmic image of Zg is a line in R2 passing through u. 
Similarly,, let h be a polynomial on C2 such that h vanishes at p and the logarithmic 
imagee of Zh is a line in M2 parallel to vw. 

L(Z g), , 

Noww we are ready to construct the open covering U0 U V\ U U2 of 17. 
9ww consists of 3 arcs, namely J\ (from u to D), J2 (from u to 10), and J3 (from w to 
u).. Let Si, S2, S3, S4 be open (in the usual topology on duj) neighborhoods of u, u, 
vv and w respectively, consisting only of strictly convex points, such that Si C S2-
I tt is then possible to choose open sets V{ C R2 as follows : 
lett Vi such that d(Vi,L(Zh)) > e, and Vi ndw = S2U (S3 U J2 U S4). 
Thee set V2 is chosen such that d(V2, L{Zg)) > e, and V2ndu) = (S3 U J\ \ S\) U (S4 U 
Jz\S[). Jz\S[). 
Forr sufficiently small e there is a strictly convex set VJ) CC w such that ÜJ c UVï 
andd du) C Vi U V2. Then Vi fl V2 PI duj contains only strictly convex points. The sets 
UiUi  :=  {L~l(Vi)) fulfil l the requirements of lemma 5.2.2. 
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V22 supp X 

Supposee Q meets only one of the axes, say z\ = 0 (see [6] for the case 0 6 fl). Let 
pp = (pi,p2) 6 ft. If pi = 0 one defines g{z) := Zi, h(z) := z2 — p2, and the rest is 
easy.. Otherwise, the logarithmic image of z2 = p2 intersects dui in only one point, 
a.a. Now draw a line through L(p) parallel to the tangent line in a. It intersects du; 
att two points, say b and c. Since the boundary of dui between a and b, a and c are 
nott straight lines, and u> is convex, there must be an extreme point d on the arc 
ab,ab, and one, e, on the arc ac. These points d and e can be chosen such that they 
havee neighborhoods of strictly convex points in du>, and that the line de has rational 
slopee (since u) is convex with C2 boundary). Now we choose g(z) = z2 — P2, and h a 
polynomiall  such that h vanishes at p and the logarithmic image of Z  ̂ is parallel to 
de.de. The sets Ui can be constructed as above. D 

5.3.. Pseudoconvex Reinhardt domains 

Thee following result was obtained by Backlund and Fallström ([6]) under the extra 
assumptionn that fi  contains the origin. 

Theoremm 5.3.1. Let fl be a bounded pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain in C2, having 
CC22 boundary. Then fi has the Gleason A-property. 

PROOF.. We solve the Gleason problem locally and patch the solutions together to 
aa global solution using lemma 5.2.1. Let p € fl. Choose g, h, UQ, UI and U2 as in 
lemmaa 5.2.2. Choose functions 4>k G C^{Uk), k = 0, 1, 2, such that 0 < <j>k  < 1 
andd Xlfe=o f̂c = 1 on SI. Let ƒ be a function in A(ü), vanishing at p. Since ƒ is 
holomorphicc on Q, UQ CC f2, the lemma of Oka-Hefer (cf. [36]) implies that there 
existt functions / ° , ƒ2 in A{UQ) such that 

// = /1°(z1-p1) + /2°(22-p2) on U0. 
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Lett F} = £, Fj = 0, F2 = 0, F | = £. Then Ft
k e A(Uk fl fi), and 

(*)) f = F?g + F$h on ÜfcDfi . 

Sincee g is an analytic polynomial, vanishing at p, there are functions Si, 02 £ H(C2) 
suchh that </ = 01(21 — pi) + 02(22 — P2) on C2. A similar formula holds for h. Sub-
stitutingg this in (*), we obtain the existence of functions ƒ*  € A(Uk D fi), k = 1, 2, 
suchh that 

ƒƒ = / i f c (z i -p i ) + / 2 ( 2 2 - p2 ) on Ü^nÜ, fc = 0,1,2, 

(withh y? = Fto+*?&,.) So 

hh '=^2<f>kfi  and j 2 := ^(f>kf2 

givee a smooth solution of our problem. We want to find u such that 

(** )) h = ji+u(z2 - p2 ) and f2 = j 2 - u(zi - p i ) 

aree in A(l^) . Define a form A as follows : 

AA = ~ ^ j l
 = ®i2 

222 - P2 21 - pi 

Thiss form A is a d-closed (0, l)-form on fi, and can be continuously continued to fi. 
Hencee its coefficients are bounded on fi. The support of A is contained in Ui fl Uj, 
ii   ̂ j . Hence we have that suppA D #fi C £(fi). Lemma 5.2.1 gives the existence of a 
functionn u £ C(fi) nC°°(fi) such that du = A. With this u, / i , f2 as defined at (**) , 

ƒƒ = / i ( 2 i - Pi) + /2(22 - p2) on fi, 

andd f\, f2 both belong to A(Q). This proves that the maximal ideal consisting of 
functionss vanishing at p is generated by (21 — pi) and {z2— p2). D 

5.4.. Non-pseudoconvex Reinhardt domains 

Inn this section we prove that a bounded Reinhardt domain in C2 with C2 boundary 
hass the Gleason property with respect to A(fi ) and if°°(fi) , even if it is not pseudo-
convex.. It is logical to consider the Gleason problem on fi, the holomorphic hull of 
fi,fi,  because every function in A(Q) (or #°°(fi) ) extends to one in A(U) (or H°°(Q)). 
Notee however, that Q will not have C2 boundary, thus we cannot simply apply the 
precedingg proofs. We need some more machinery; this is developed in the following 
propositionss and corollaries. 

Definition .. Let V C Rn be a closed connected set, v a point in V. We say that 
vv is an extreme point of V if v is an extreme point of Co(V). In other words : if 
vv = Xr + (1 — A)s for some A € (0,1), r, s € Co(V) implies that v = r = s. 
Notee that V may be strictly convex at a point v without v being an extreme point of 
V. V. 

Lemmaa 5.4.1. Let g be a convex ^-function such that g(x) = g(0) + xg'(0) + o(x2) 
atat 0. Then g" exists at 0 and equals 0. 
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PROOF.. Without loss of generality, we take g(0) = g'(0) = 0. Since g' is increasing, 
wee find for y > 0 : 

g(2y)g(2y) = ƒ g'{x)dx > / g'(x)dx >  yg'{y)7 
J0J0 Jy 

s oo that ^ M < ^2p- = o(l). Therefore the second right derivative of g at 0 exists and 
equalss 0. Similarly for the second left derivative.

Proposit ionn 5.4.2. Let co a domain in M2, with C2 boundary. Denote by E the set 
ofof extreme points ofü. Then E° — E. 

PROOF.. We endow dCo(uj) with the relative topology. As E^_ C dCo(cu) is clearly 
open,, E is closed in dCo(uo) and W C E. The complement of E° in dCo{u>) is a union 
off  disjoint open arcs. We will show that these arcs are in fact straight line segments. 
Takee p in such an arc U C dCo{u). If p ^ E, then p obviously lies on a straight line 
segment.. So let p£ E. Then p e dCo(uj) n dw. Since u) has C2 boundary, Co{u) has 
CCll boundary (in fact it even has C1'1 boundary, cf. [22]). After rotating and scaling 
wee can assume that there exists ƒ € C2 [ - l , 1] and g E C ^ - l , 1] with the following 
propertiess : 

 p = ( 0 , / ( 0 )) = (0,0(0)) 
 X = {(x,f{x)) : x e [-1,1]}  QdüüH [-1,1] x [min/,max ƒ] 
 Y = {(x,g(x)) :xe [-1,1]}  C 9 C o ( w ) n [ - l , l] x [min^, max5] 
 5 is convex 
 ƒ > </on [-1,1]. 

Notee that p G l f l F and therefore the tangent to du at p equals the tangent to 
0Co(u)0Co(u) a tp : ö'(0) = / ' (0). Furthermore, since p e E, /"(0) > 0. But if /"(0) > 0, 
thenn pe E°. Hence /"(0) = 0. It follows that 

5(0)) + xg'{0) < g(x) < f(x) = /(0) + xf'{0) + o(x2) = g(0) + xg'(Q) + o(x2). 

Thereforee g(x) = g(0)+xg'(0) + o(x2). Application of the previous lemma gives that 
g"(0)g"(0) = 0. Since we can repeat the argument for every point of K, it follows that g" 
iss identically zero on [—1,1], meaning that Y is a straight line segment. Thus p^E, 
whichh is a contradiction. Of course U is a straight line segment too. This yields that 
UU (and any other subset of E~°°) does not contain extreme points, hence E C E°. D 

Lemmaa 5.4.3. Let u and E be as above, let e e E. There exists a point b e E 
arbitraryarbitrary close to e such that duj and dCo(u) coincide on a neighborhood B of b. 
Furthermore,Furthermore, this neighborhood can be chosen such that it (as part ofdCo(u)) consists 
onlyonly of strictly convex points. 

P R O O F.. E~° = E, hence one can choose a point a e E arbitrary close to e, such 
thatt there is a neighborhood A of a containing only extreme points of ST. Since 
thee extreme points of Ü7 and CO(UJ) are the same, du> and dCo(uj) coincide on A. 
Hence,, after normalization (scaling and rotating) the defining function p for dCo(uj) 
cann be chosen such that it is a C2 function around A. There is a point b E A for 
whichh p"{b) > 0. Then there is a neighborhood B C A of b on which p" is strictly 
positive.. Q 
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Lemmaa 5.4.4. Let Q be a bounded Reinhardt domain in C2 with C2 boundary. Let 
ClCl be the holomorphic hull of ft. Suppose there is a finite number of sets Ai, ..., 
AkAk containing only C2 strictly pseudoconvex boundary points, such that u j L ^ j C 
dQDtXl.dQDtXl. IfU^=1Ai does not meet the axes, there is a bounded pseudoconvex Reinhardt 
domaindomain (l with C2 boundary, such that \j!?=1Ai c dtl. 

PROOF.. Proceed as in the proof of lemma 5.2.1. D 

Theoremm 5.4.5. A bounded Reinhardt domain f2 in C2, with C2 boundary, has the 
GleasonGleason property with respect to both A(Q) and H°°(Q). 

PROOF.. Let Q be the holomorphic hull of fï, and ü its logarithmic image. We first 
considerr the case that ƒ G A($l). Suppose that p G SI such that f(p) = 0. We start by 
consideringg the case that cu is bounded. Then there exist points a, b, c in dcj having 
neighborhoodss A, B, C in du) n E respectively, such that 

 L(p) E Co(a, 6, c) 
 the slopes of the lines ab and L(p)c are rational 
 A, B and C contain only strictly convex points 

Justt as in lemma 5.2.2, we construct polynomials g and h that vanish at p, such that 
L(ZL(Zgg)) is a line through L(p) and c, and L{Zh) is a line through L(p) parallel to ab. 
Thenn one can construct the appropriate covering of a), and formulate the ^-problem 
correspondingg to the patching of the functions. The (0, l)-form that is obtained in 
thiss way, has only support near C2 strictly pseudoconvex points that are away from 
thee axes. It can be trivially extended (by defining it to be zero where it was not 
definedd yet) to a strictly pseudoconvex domain Cl as in lemma 5.4.4. Now simply 
copyy the proof of theorem 5.3.1. 
Noww suppose u) is not bounded. We only consider the case that Q contains points 
off  the form (0, a); the other cases can be solved similarly. Applying the ideas of 
thee second part of lemma 5.2.2 yields the appropriate polynomials g, h and sets Ui. 
Repeatingg the proof of theorem 5.3.1 proves the assertion. 

Nextt let ƒ G H°°(Q,), p G ft such that f(p) = 0. Like above, we obtain an open 

coveringg {£/* }  of Q, and matching functions <fo. As in the proof of theorem 5.3.1, we 
obtainn a (0, l)-form A : 

Z2Z2 -P2 Zi-pi ' 

Notee that A has only support near C2 strictly pseudoconvex boundary points that are 
awayy from the axes. The functions ƒ*  are bounded and holomorphic. 0jt € Co°(t/fc), 
soo d<pk is bounded. The function min(|z ]_ |, \z ]_ \) is bounded on suppA, since 
d(p,d(p, Ui n Uj D Q) > S. Hence the form A is bounded on Q, and we can triviall y extend 
itt to a larger domain O as in lemma 5.4.4. Therefore we can apply lemma 5.2.1 to 
findd a function u G C(Cl) D C°°(Q) with du = A. Now copy the proof of theorem 
5.3.1.. D 
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Wee give an example of a domain UJ with a smooth boundary that has a convex hull 
withh only C1 boundary. Thus theorem 5.4.5 is really stronger than theorem 5.3.1. 

0)) \ . _ ^ / Co(co) 

Remark.. The crux of the approach is to formulate a d-problem (du — A) on Q 
suitablee for solving the Gleason problem, in such a way that A can be extended by 
00 to a larger domain f) where du = A has a good solution. While O is strictly 
pseudoconvexx in our situation, the method will give results in some other cases, e.g. 
whenn Q is an analytic polyhedron in C2. 

Propositionn 5.4.6. Let UJ C M2. If the set of C2 boundary points of UJ contains a 
densedense subset of E, then E° = E. 

PROOF.. We endow dCo(u>) and dw with the relative topology. As Ec C dCo(uj) is 
clearlyy open, E is closed in dCo(co), thus E° C E. To prove the other inclusion, 
supposee e € E° D E. This point e cannot be an isolated point of E\ then it would 
bee in this dense subset of E, thus a C2 boundary point. This is clearly impossible. 
Soo suppose that e is not an isolated point of E. Then there is a sequence {en} of C2 

boundaryy points in E° HE that converges to e. However, the proof of proposition 5.4.2 
showss that such points en do not exist. This is a contradiction, hence E° Pi .E = 0, 
andd EC IF. D 

Theoremm 5.4.7. Let f£ C C2 be a bounded Reinhardt domain. Suppose UJ is bounded 
asas well, and that the set of C2 boundary points of UJ contains a dense subset of E. 
ThenThen one can solve the Gleason problem for both A(Q) and H°°(ti). 

PROOF.. Using proposition 5.4.6 we can repeat the proof of theorem 5.4.5. D 

Remark,, The only thing that matters is that there are enough strictly pseudoconvex 
pointss in the boundary of f£ to make a "good" cover of Q. This can e.g. be done 
inn the setting of theorem 5.4.7 if we merely assume that 0 ^ f2 instead of u being 
bounded.. In that case, given a point p E Q, one takes g(z) = Z2 — p2 (if fï contains 
pointss of the form (0, a)) or g(z) = z\ — p\ (if Q. contains points of the form (a,0)), 
andd proceeds like, e.g., in lemma 5.2.2 . 
Usingg only the techniques of this chapter, one cannot solve the Gleason problem for 
aa bounded domain H c C 2 of e.g. the form |zi|2 < \z2\

3 < 2\zi\2 for \zi\ < 1, that 
iss rounded off in a strictly pseudoconvex way for larger z\. Solving this problem is 
postponedd to chapter 6. 
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5.5.. An example 

Lett Q, be a bounded convex domain in Cn. For convenience, we briefly recall some def-
initionss of the previous chapter. For every ƒ G H°°(Q), vanishing at p, the Leibenzon-
divisorss Xï(/) are defined in the following way: 

 f Dif(p + t(z-p))dt » = l , . . . , n. 
Jo Jo 

Then n 
n n 

f(z)f(z) = Y,(zi-Pi)Ti(f)(z) V«6fi. 
i = l l 

Iff  in addition Q has C2 boundary, then Ti(f) E #°°(f2), as Leibenzon proved in [31]. 
Inn [21] Grange was able to show that the functions Ti(f) remain in H°°(Q) if Q only 
hass C1 +€ boundary. There he also gave the following example : let h(x) :— j  ̂ for 
xx > 0, h{0) := 0. Let 

fifi  := {(zi,Z2) € C2 : \z2\ < 1, \Zl\
2 + /i(J22|) - 1< 0} . 

Thee domain Q, is convex, dfï is C1, even C°° and strictly pseudoconvex at the points 
(zi,Z2)(zi,Z2) € Q , Z2 ̂  0. Then a function ƒ € /f°°(f) ) (that vanishes at the origin) was 
givenn for which the Leibenzon-divisor T2{f) ^ H°°(Q). 
However,, one can find a "good" cover for Q (as described in the remark after theorem 
5.4.7)) and hence there exist functions fi and f2 in H°°(H) such that 

f(z)f(z) = z1f1(z) + z2f2{z) Vz€f t. 
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CHAPTERR 6 

Reinhardtt domains with a cusp at the origin 

6.1.. Introductio n 

Lett Q be a bounded Reinhardt domain in C2. In the previous chapter, we saw how 
too solve the Gleason problem if Q has C2 boundary. This could be weakened quite a 
lot,, since it was the behavior of the domain at the origin that was most important. 
Inn this chapter, we consider domains Q that for small z look like 

{(21,22)) : a< <<  &} , k,leN+,a,be 

andd are rounded off strictly pseudoconvexily. Thus, the behavior of dU around the 
originn is quite unpleasant. We solve the Gleason problem for üf°°(n) in a way like 
inn the previous chapter. More detailed, we divide the domain in two parts. On one 
partt the problem is solved by splitting ƒ into functions for which an explicit solution 
iss constructed. Adding these explicit solutions then gives a solution to the Gleason 
problemm for ƒ on this part of fï. On the other part, the problem is solved using the 
ö-methodss of chapter 5. Then we patch the two local solutions together to a global 
solution,, using a new ^-result. 
Wee conclude by solving the Gleason problem for H°° (Ü) on the Hartogs triangle and 
relatedd domains. 

6.2.. Definition s 

Throughoutt this chapter Q will be a bounded Reinhardt domain in C2. Besides the 
notationn of section 5.2, we will use the following. We denote the derivative of a 
functionn g with respect to the j ' t h coordinate with Djg. We denote the set 

{(21,22)) € C2 : g{zuz2) = c} 

byy [g{z\,Z2) = c], and use a similar notation with e.g. < instead of =. 

Definition .. We say that Q, is an .A-domain, if SI is a bounded pseudoconvex Reinhardt 
domainn in C2 such that 

Theree exist o, 6, e E U+, k, l e N+ , with 

QQ n £(0, c) = {(zu 22) e B{0, e):a< <b} <b} 

Thee boundary points of Ü outside B(0, c) are all C and strictly pseudoconvex. 

57 7 
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Definition.. Let U C W1 be an open set. For 0 < a < 1 we define 

AAaa(U)(U) = {f € C(U) : sup \f(x + h)-f(x)\/\h\a + \\f\\L~{u) 

x,x+h£U x,x+h£U 

==  Wf\\AjU)<00}. 

6.3.. Solving a Cauchy-Riemann equation 
Thee goal of this section is to prove the following theorem (that could be compared to 
lemmaa 5.2.1). 

Theoremm 6.3.1. Let f£ be an A-domain. Suppose that f is a d-closed (0, l)-form 
withwith coefficients that are smooth and bounded on Q, and that suppf D J5(0,e) = 0. 
ThenThen there exists a u E A1/2(f2) with du = ƒ. 

Fromm this follows immediately that this u is bounded on Q. Note that under the 
assumptionss of the theorem, the support of ƒ near the boundary lies only near the 
strictlyy pseudoconvex points. The setup of the proof is very similar to that of the 
standardd result on strictly pseudoconvex domains with C5 boundary. We wil l follow 
thee book of Krantz ([36]), sections 5.2 and 9.1-9.3 (10.1-10.3 in the new edition). The 
prooff  is subdivided in a series of lemmas. Proofs are given or indicated if there is a 
differencee with the standard situation, otherwise we refer to [36]. We do realize that 
thee reader who is not that familiar with d- problems will not be very happy about this 
decision.. In our opinion the alternative, copying over 25 pages word by word, would 
bee even worse. 
Bothh in our case and the standard case, one has to construct holomorphic support 
functionss 3>(-,P). Estimates on it are derived by solving a d-problem using the L2-
techniquee with weights of Hörmander ([26]). In our case, we use that the ,4-domain 
f22 is contained in a slightly larger ^4-domain £l\/n. The necessary estimate on a ball B 
aroundd the origin is derived by a smart choice of the weight function <p. The estimate 
onn Q \ B is derived using that fi \ B is compactly contained in Oi /n \ B. Compare 
thiss to the strictly pseudoconvex case, where one uses that the domain is compactly 
containedd in a strictly pseudoconvex domain that is strictly larger. 

Wee fix an .A-domain Q. Let e be the smallest number such that dü \ B(6, e) contains 
onlyy strictly pseudoconvex points. We set V :=  {w 6 dQ : \w\ > e}; then V contains 
onlyy strictly pseudoconvex points. Let p : C2 —*  R be a defining function for Q 
thatt is C5 and strictly plurisubharmonic on a neighborhood of V. The function 
LL : C2 x C2 \ B(0,e) -* C given by 

Lp(z)Lp(z) = L(z, P) := p(P) + £ ^(P)(*j ~ Pj) 
j=ij=i  J 

4tgg( p ) ( Z j -P j ) f e -P t ) ) 
j,/c—1 1 

iss known as the Levi polynomial at P. It has the following properties : 
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1.. For all P EV, the function z i—  L(z, P) is holomorphic on a neighborhood of 
ftft \ {0}  (it is even a polynomial). 

2.. For all P € V, there is a neighborhood Up such that if z 6 £1 D {w € Up : 
LLPP(w)(w) = 0}  then z = P. 

Thee goal is to construct for every P £ V a, holomorphic support function , P). 
Forr some neighborhood U of Q \ {0} , $ should be a smooth function onU xV that 
iss holomorphic in the first variable. Furthermore, $(z, P) = 0 for z € Q <&  z = P. 
Thus,, this function should have the first property of the Levi polynomial at P. The 
differencee is that one does not have to restrict in (2) to a small neighborhood of 
PP £ V. The construction of these functions , P) wil l be done via some lemmas. 

Choosee 7, S > 0 such that 

j j ii  d z i ^ 
(P)vjVk(P)vjVk > l\v\' VP € {z e Cn \ B(0,c) : \p{z)\ < 5},v e Cn. 

Lemmaa 6.3.2. There isa\>0 such that ifP e V and \z-P\ < A, then 2$tLP(z) < 

Forr every n € N, we shall now define >l-domains Oi /n that are close to fi. That is : 

QQ1/n1/n n 5(0, e) = {{zi,z2) e 5(0, e) : (1 - \/n)a < < ( ll  + l /n)6} , 

andd Qi/n is rounded off strictly pseudoconvexily, having a C5 defining function pi/r 
onn a neighborhood U of f2i/n \ B(0,e) such that 

 nc nl/n, dü n ml/n = {0} 
 ^l/(n+l) C fti/„  Vn € N, 0fli/(„+i ) n ö n i /n = {0} 
 l imn^oo | | p1 / n - p||c5((7) = 0. 

Wee also construct A-domains £2_i/n that are close to f2. That is : 

0_ i /„„  n B(0,e) = {{Zl,z2) € 5(0, e) : (1 + l /n)a < << (1 - l /n)6} , 

andd fi_i/n is rounded off strictly pseudoconvexily, having a C5 defining function p-\/n 

onn a neighborhood U of Q, \ B(0, e) such that 

 n _ i / n C fi , dft fl ö f i_1 /n = {0} 
 n_ i/ n c Q_i/(U+i) Vn e N, ön_i/(B+1) n ön_1 /n = {o} . 

 l imn^oo \\p-i/n - p\\c*{U) = °-

Thiss is possible, cf. the setup in the previous chapter : we only need to consider 
convexx domains in M2 instead of pseudoconvex Reinhardt domains in C2. 

»» 2 

Wee choose n € N such that \\pi/n — p\\c5(U) 5- ĴÖ~ (w n e re ^ is the constant of lemma 
6.3.2).. We may assume that | |pi /n — p\\cb{U) < A < <5 < 1. 

Lemmaa 6.3.3. IfPeV,ze fi1/n, A/3 < \z - P\ < 2A/3, then ULP{z) < 0. 

Lett n : R —> [0,1] be a C°° function that satisfies rj(x) = 1 for x < A/3, T}(x) = 0 for 
xx > 2A/3. 
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Lemmaa 6.3.4. Let PeV. The (0,1)-form 

ff (A__ i -dM\z-P\))-l°&Lp(*) , if\z-P\<\,zeQ1/n Jp{Jp{ ] \ o , if\z-p\>\zenl/n 

isis well defined (if we take the principal branch for the logarithm) and has C°° coeffi-
cientscients for z e Qi /n. Furthermore, dzfp(z) = 0 on f2i/n. 

Lemmaa 6.3.5. Let f be a d-closed (0, l)-form on Qi/n with C1 coefficients that are 
bounded.bounded. Suppose that B(0,e) C\ suppf = 0. Then there exist a Ce (that does not 
dependdepend on f) and a function u with du = ƒ such that 

ll UllL-(Q 1/2n)) < C€\\f\\Loo{ni/n). 

PROOF.. If ƒ is identically zero, we are done. So suppose that ||/||z,«(o1/n) > 0. We 
choosee a weight <f>  that blows up near the boundary of £l\/n- Then we add several 
timess log|z| such that e - * ^ will behave like \z\~k (this k wil l be chosen later). We 
lett u be the solution of the «9-equation on £l\/n for the weight 0, as constructed by 
Hörmanderr ([26]). Then 

JnJn1/n1/n (i + F l ) Jn1/n 

Thee first inequality is the estimate of Hörmander, the second one holds because ƒ 
hass bounded coefficients. We start by showing that the assumption that there is a 
sequencee {zn}^=1 in iïi/(2n) that converges to 0 such that \u(zn)\ > ||/||L°°(n1/n) 
leadss to a contradiction. This yields an estimate for ||/||oo n e ar the origin. 
Theree are constants R, (3 > 0 such that 

zz € n1 / ( 2„ ) n B(0, e) =>  B(z, R(\zf) C fi1/n. 

Thuss for large n, one has that B(zn, R\zn\P) is contained completely in S(0, e) n fii/ n. 
Wee choose k > 4/3. We assumed that ƒ has no support on B(Q, e) n Oi /n, thus u is 
holomorphicc there. We now apply the mean value inequality on u. 

ff |tt(*)|ae-*«> .,  ̂ r\u{zn)?R*\zn\  ̂ 4f3_k 

iff  n — oo. Thus there is a 5 with 0 < 6 < e such that \u(z)\ < \\f\\L°°(n1/n) f° r 

zenzen1/i2n)1/i2n)nB(onB(otts). s). 
Noww we shall make the appropriate estimate on fii/(2n) \ B(0,6). Remember the 
Hörmanderr construction ([36], chapter 4), with (p, <f>\,  02 and 

TT = dQio : L(O!O)(f)i/ n,0i) —> L(01)(Qi/n,4>2)-

Then n 

supsup |u| < C{\\u\\L2{n \B{QtS)) + \\du\\Loo {fi \B{0iS))) 
n,/(3n)\B(o,«)) (tM) 

<< C'(\\u\\L2[Ql/n\B{0J)y4>l} + | | / | U~ (n3/(4n)\B(0,<S))) 
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<< C"(\\f\\L* 01)(ïl l/n\B(0,ó),<j>2) + ll/IU» t l )((l a/nn)\B(0,6))) 

<C<C UJUL^^^BiOj)) 

sincee e~^z  ̂ tends to zero as z tends to a boundary point of Qi /n that is non-zero. D 

Forr every P £ V, we let up be a solution of dup = fp that satisfies the estimate 
above.. We now define 

( LLPP{z){z)  exp{uP{z)) , if \z - P\ < A/3 

exp(up(z)exp(up(z) + T)(\z-P\)\ogLP(z)) , i f A / 3 < | z - P | <A 
exp(uexp(uPP(z))(z)) , if A > |z - P| 

Wee proceed to show that these functions 3>(-,P) are indeed holomorphic support 
functions. . 
Lemmaa 6.3.6. For every P £ V, the function 3>(-,P) is holomorphic on Q i /n. For 
fixedfixed z £ fii/(2n)? &(zr) is continuous in P. There is a C > 0, independent of P, 
suchsuch that for all z £ £l\/(2n) we have 

ifif  | z - P | < A / 3, then \$(z,P)\ > C\LP{z)\, 
ifif  \z-P\> A/3, then |$(z,P)\ > C. 

PROOF.. The function fp is bounded on fl\/(2n) uniformly in P, hence up is bounded 
onn ^i/(2n) uniformly in P. Thus there is a C > 0 such that | exp«p(z)| > C. Working 
thiss out yields the appropriate estimates. Ü 

Lemmaa 6.3.7. For every P £ V there exist functions $ i ( - ,P ), $2(->P) that are 
holomorphicholomorphic in z £ Q\/n and a constant C that does not depend on P, such that 

*{Z,P)*{Z,P) = $ l ( z , P ) ( *l - P i) + *2{Z,P){Z2 - P2) Vz € fi1/n, 

\*j(z,P)\\*j(z,P)\ < C V* £ 01 / ( 2 n ),P £ V,j = 1,2. 

PROOF.. We will use the same techniques as, e.g., in the proof of 5.2.2. Fix P £ V. We 
choosee polynomials g and h such that L(Zg) and L(Zh) are lines in M? that intersect 
thee boundary of £1 only in V, and [g = 0] D [h = 0] n fï i / n = {P} . Now choose a ball 
UQUQ around P that lies compactly in Q, and choose open sets U\, U2 such that 

 n ^ c UiUi 
 For a certain positive number /z one has that \g\ > /x on U\, \h\ > /i on U2. 
 ThnÏÏ2'nB(Q,e) = (t\. 

Choosee functions 0t £ Co°(t/fc) (fc = 0,1,2) such that 0 < 4>k < 1 and $Zfc=0 0fc = 1 
onn f£i/n. Recall that $(- ,P) vanishes at z = P. Because $(- ,P) is holomorphic on 
f&i/ n,, and UQ CC £2i/n, the lemma of Oka-Hefer implies that there exist functions 
$?(-,P),, m-,P) £ H°°{U0) such that 

* (z ,P)) = $?(z, P)(*i - Pi) + *2C* tP)tei - P2) V2 £ U0. 

Wee set 

* J ( 2 , P ) : = ? Ö i p,, ê2 ( z , P ) : = 0, 
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*?(*,P):=0,, mz,P):=^l. 

Thenn $j <E H(U{ n 0 i / n ) and 

S(z,P)) = e{(e,P)0(z) + * 2(s,P)/ i (z) Vz € E/*,» 6 {1,2}  (*). 

Sincee g is an analytic polynomial, vanishing at P, there are polynomials <?i, g2 £ 
H(CH(C22)) such that p = gi(z\ — Pi) + 52(22 — P2) on C2. A similar formula holds for 
h.h. Substituting this in (*), we obtain the existence of functions $*  G H(Ui D fii/„), 
ii  = 1, 2, such that 

* (z ,P)) = * i ( 2 , P ) ( z i - p i ) + *J(2 ,P) (z2-P2) on ^ n f i 1 / n , t = l , 2 . 

Therefore e 
22 2 

jxx := ^ 0 f c $ ï and j 2 := ^ ^ ^ 2 
k=0k=0 fc=0 

givee a smooth solution of our problem. We want to find u such that 

$11 = h +  u(z2 ~ P2) and $2 = h ~ u(zi ~ pi) (** ) 

aree in H(fti/n) D jL°°(fii/(2n,))- Define a form A as follows : 

- a j !!  = dj2 

Z2-P2Z2-P2 Zi- Pi 
Thiss form A is a bounded ö-closed (0, l)-form on Qi/n. The support of A is contained 
inn Ui n Uj, i 7̂  j . These sets all lie outside ,8(0, c). Lemma 6.3.5 gives the existence 
off  a function u on f2i/n that is bounded on Qi/(2n) such that du = A. With this u, 
$1,, $2 as defined at (**) , 

*{z,*{z, P) = * i (s ,P)(* i - Pi) + * 2(*,P)(«2 " P2) 
onn fi1/n, and $ i ( - ,P), $2(- ,P) both belong to i / (Q1 / n) n L°°(fi 1/ (2n)). 
Forr fixed 2 € ^i/(2n)> the function 3>(z, ) depends continuously on P. Studying the 
constructionn above carefully, we see that we can choose 3>i(z,-) and $2(2, ) contin-
uouslyy in P as well. Thus, because supp A n dQ is compact, there exists a uniform 
boundd on the functions |$i(-,P)|. D 

Theoremm 6.3.8. Let Q, be an A-domain. Let f be a d-closed (0, l)-form with C1 

coefficientscoefficients on an A-domain that contains Q \ {0} . Suppose that suppf n 5(0, e) = 0. 
ThenThen there is a function u such that du = f, and 

IMU-(fi )) <C\\f\\L~{i i). 

PROOF.. Let Hn(f)(z) be the Khenkin solution to the d equation; then dHn(f) = f. 
Too prove the necessary estimates, we start by writing ƒ = /ï^Ci + /2^C2- Then the 
Khenkinn solution can be rewritten to 

* l ( * , 0 ( C 2 - 5 2 ) - * 2 ( 2 , 0 ( C l - 5 l ) ) 
/ , , 

ö ,, n l , |2 x ( / i (CK i + /2(CK2)ArfCiAC2} 
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== f fi«)Kl(z,t)dV(0+ f h{QK2{z,QdV{Q 
JnJn Jn 

++  [ fi{QL1{z1QdV(Q+ f MOL2(z,OdV(Q 
JanJan Jan 

wheree the identity defines the kernels. Now let T be so large that £2 C B(z,T) for 
everyy z € Q. Then 

ff \Ki(z, t\dV(() < J \z- Q-3dV(0 =C f r~3r3dr = C' j = 1,2. 
JnJn JB(Z,T) JO 

Becausee ƒ has no support on B(0,e), one has that 

// fj(C)Lj(zX)dV(C)= f fjiQL^QdViO j = 1,2. 
JdnJdn Jv 

Usingg lemmas 6.3.6 and 6.3.7, one can prove that 

// \Lj{z,C)\dV(0 <Dj  j = 1,2, 
Jv Jv 

wheree the bounds are independent of z 6 £2. This implies that 

l|ffn(/)||L~(0)) < (2C" + D1+ Da)||ƒ||Loo(n ). 

Keepingg in mind that |3>i(2,C)l  a nd \®2(z, 01 a re bounded on £2i/(2n) uniformly in C, 
onee can simply follow [36]. D 

Repeatingg all the arguments used over there exactly, yields : 

Theoremm 6.3.9. Let £2 be an A-domain. Let f be a d-closed (0, l)-form with C1 

coefficientscoefficients on an A-domain that contains £2 \ {0} . Suppose that suppf D i?(0, e) = 0. 
ThenThen Hn(f) is well defined, continuous on £2 and 

\\Hn(f)\\A\\Hn(f)\\AlMlMn)<C\\f\\n)<C\\f\\Lx{ny Lx{ny 

Theoremm 6.3.10. Let £2 be an A-domain. Then there is an N € N such that if 
n>n> N, then theorem 6.3.9 holds on £2_i/n with Cn_1/n < 2CQ. 

Noww we give the proof of theorem 6.3.1. 

PROOF.. Let £2 be an yl-domain. For n € N large, the stability result wil l apply 
onn £2_i/n. Now let ƒ be a d-closed (0, l)-form defined on £2 (not necessarily on a 
neighborhoodd of £2) with bounded C1 coefficients. For each sufficiently small — \/n < 
0,, the form ƒ satisfies the hypotheses of theorem 6.3.9 on £2_i/n. Therefore HQ_ (ƒ) 
iss well defined and satisfies dHn_1/n(f) = ƒ on £2_!/„. Moreover, 

l l#n_1/n(/)||A1/3(n)) ^ ^ci_i/„ll/llL»(n ) < 2Cn||/|U«'(n)-

Thus,, given a compact subset K of £2, the functions {Hn_1/n(f)} form an equicon-
tinuouss family on K if n is large. Of course, this family is also equi-bounded. By 
thee Arzela-Ascoli theorem and diagonalization, we see that there is a subsequence 
Hn_Hn_1/:j1/:j{f),{f), j — 1, 2, . . ., such that Hn_in{f) converges uniformly on compacta to a 
uu £ A.^12^1) with du — ƒ on £2.
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Remark.. Note that theorem 6.3.1 also holds for e.g. a Reinhardt domain Q that for 
smalll  z looks like 

{(zi,z{(zi,z22):0<):0<  l4l <|4l}> 

andd is rounded off strictly pseudoconvexily. 

6.4.. Auxiliar y results 

Lemmaa 6.4.1. Let ft be a domain in C2
7 let {pi,P2) € fi, let k, I € N*. Suppose 

thatthat 4 e H°°(Ü). Let 
zz2 2 

Ri{zi,zRi{zi,z22) ) 

RR22(zi,z(zi,z22)) :--

Then Then 

^-^T=Rl(zuZ^-^T=Rl(zuZ22){Zi ){Zi 

44 Vi 

andRi,andRi, R2 e H°°{Q). 
PROOF.. This can be checked by hand. 

Lemmaa 6.4.2. Suppose there are points t, u, v € dui having neighborhoods T, U, 
VV C duj consisting only of strictly convex points of duj respectively, such that L(p) € 
Co(tuv).Co(tuv). Then one can solve the Gleason problem for H°° (Q) at p. 

PROOF.. We choose, just as in lemma 5.2.2, analytic polynomials g, h, open sets Uo, 
Ui,Ui, U2 and a constant y, > 0 such that: 

.. {g(z) = o}n[h(z) = o}nn = {p} 
 UQ is strictly pseudoconvex, and p G Uo CC fi 
 \g\ > fi on f/i , \h\ > fi on U2 

 n c UiUi 
 UinUjnB{0,e)=®,j = Q,l,2. 

Noww formulate the corresponding <9-problem as in theorem 5.3.1. This yields a 
boundedd (0, l)-form that has only support outside £?(0, e). Applying theorem 6.3.1 
yieldss a bounded solution to the d-problem, and this can be used to solve the Gleason 
problemm in the standard way.

6.5.. Dividin g Q in two pieces 

Supposee that Q is an A-domain, and that p £ £1. Then the line with slope j through 
L{p)L{p) intersects du in only one point A. This point is strictly convex. Thus there is a 
linee N in R2 with rational slope  ̂ j that intersects du) only at strictly convex points 
suchh that A and the part of u) in the third quadrant lie on different sides of N. Say 

11 Zi — pi 

p\p\ z i - p i ' 

__ i z\p\- 4 
""  pl

2 4 Z2-p2 

-Pi)-Pi) + R2{zi,z2)(z2 -Pi), 
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NN is given by the equation y = -f^x + r, where m, n € N. Then N is the logarithmic 
imagee of [z^z  ̂ = ern\. There is a 6 > 0 such that 

Let t 

—— 771 
{(x,y){(x,y) e du,r £[r - S,r] : y = x + f }  C S(u>). 

n n 

^ ii  == {{x,ï)€w:t/> x + r-ö}, 

^22 := {{x, y) e u : y < x + r}, 

andd f2i, 0,2 be (L_1(wi))° , (L_1(a;2))0 respectively. If p lies in Jlj, everything is easy 
:: apply lemma 6.4.2 to solve the Gleason problem for H°°(Q) at p. 
Inn the rest of the chapter we shall assume that p does not lie in flj.  We will use that 
theree is an v > 0 such that \z™Z2 — p^p^l > v for (21,22) € fii  to obtain a local 
solutionn on fii.  The next section consists of the construction of a local solution on 
Sl2-- Afterwards, the two local solutions will  be patched together using the standard 
arguments. . 

6.6.. Constructing a local solution 

Wee fix  p = (pi,p2) € 02 and ƒ e H°°(Q) that vanishes at p. The main idea of the 

followingg construction is to project (21,22) on the zero set of -+ — *-f, because 

/(2l,22)-/((^)V fc,,2)) k pk f^r/^^ 

ZkZk—ir—ir  — - — ) + 2 2 - p 2 ) 
£ff - Pf 22 p 2 22 - P2 

comess close to being a solution for the Gleason problem. However, as there appear 
rootss in the argument of the function, we lose in general the holomorphy. We de-
composee ƒ in functions where one can take the appropriate root. Then we solve 
thee Gleason problem for those functions, add all these solutions and end up with a 
solutionn of the Gleason problem for ƒ. 

Byy £ we denote the (kn + Zm)'th elementary root of unity. 
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Lemmaa 6.6.1. Suppose f is a bounded holomorphic function on 0,2- Then f or every 
00 < i, j < kn + lm — 1 there exist functions fij  6 H(Q,2) such that : 

 z\zifi,j  *s bounded for 0 < i, j < kn + lm — 1 
 fi,j(zi,z2) = fi,j(£zi,z2) = fi,j(zi,Cz2) for all (zuz2) G Q2, 0 < i,j < 
knkn -f- lm — 1 

 f{z\,z2) = X^J i cT- 1 z\z2fi,j(z^z2) for all (zi,z2) G fi2. 

PROOF.. Let 

11 kn+lm 

fij{zi,zfij{zi,z22):=):=  r Y Ci8~jtftt*Zu?Z2). 
'JVV  f (kn + lm)2z\zJ2 sj^i  M S S ^ 

Thee domain Q does not contain points with a zero coordinate, hence fij  is well 
defined.. Since ƒ is bounded, we see immediately that zJiZg/ij (21,22) is bounded as 
well. . 

11 kn+lm 

(kn(kn + lmffl^zuz2) = ——- £ r " - JV ( C a + 1* i , C * 2 ) = 

« 2 l ) * 2 22 * ^ 1 

-- kn+lm kn+lm+1 

j.ij.i  kn+lm / kn+lm \ 

T-V TT E rJt ri(fcn+Zm+1)/(cfcn+'m+1 î,c^2)+ E clsncziXtz2) = 

11 fcn+/m 

__ £ Ci8-jtf{C8zi^tZ2) = {kn + lm)2fij(zltz2). 
zz\\zz22 s,t=l 

Thee equality fij(zi,£z2) — fi,j(zi,z2) can be proven similarly. Since 

kn+lm—kn+lm— 1 kn+lm— 1 fen+im —1 

EE r"- j t = E c~is E ^"jt = 00 s,t / kn + lm 
(kn(kn + lm)2 s,t — kl + mn 

i,j=0i,j=0  i=0 j-0 

wee have that 
kn+lmkn+lm — 1 1 fcn+im—1 A:n-Mm 

EE ^ ( ^ > = öbr77̂F E Er-" / (^1,c^) = 
i j = 00 v ' ij=0  s,t=l 

11 kn+lm kn+lm—1 

== (JÜTT7 Ê ) E <-"-«-ƒ(*.,*)
D D 

Remark.. There is a polynomial P such that 

P(CpuP(Cpu CP2) = f(tsPu(tP2) VI < s, t < kn + im. 

Fromm lemma 2.1.3 it follows that one can solve the Gleason problem for the function 
ƒƒ if and only if one can solve the Gleason problem for ƒ — P. The corresponding 
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functionss (ƒ — P)ij all vanish at p. Hence we may assume from now on that fij 
vanishess at p. 

Lemmaa 6.6.2. The multi valued map TT given below, maps a point (21,22) £ ^2 to 

thethe set [~f = ~x] H fi- The function ƒ» ,  o -n is a holomorphic single valued map on 
zz22 " 2 

0,2>0,2> and it can be viewed as a function of z™z2. 

n{zn{zuuzz22)) := 

( // /_Jfe \ l/(kn+lm)\ n / /„f c \ l / ( *n+ ' "» ) \ " 

((*r*£) 1/(fcn+iTO)nn f^- J ,((^^) 1 / ( f c n + Z m )) ; c ( f ^ J 
wherewhere in both of the coordinates the same branch of the root is taken. 
PROOF.. This follows from an easy computation. Since fitj has a kn + Zm-symmetry 
inn the two variables, it is well defined and holomorphic. D 

Lemmaa 6.6.3. For every 0 < i, j < kn + Irn — 1 there exist functions f},, ƒ?  € 
H°°(nH°°(n22)) such that 

\\ ^2 ^2 / 

PROOF.. We start by constructing good holomorphic candidates for f}^ and ƒ? -. Then 
wee show that these functions are indeed bounded. 
AA meromorphic solution of the problem is 

-ijf.f--ijf.f-  . \ i J fij\zl izV I zl Pi \ , n („mr,™ rr,Tnrin\ 
zzll zz2Ji,2Ji,33\\

ZZl-il-i ZZVV — Z\Z2~Ik I J T - [  — f / + U ' \Z\ Z2 ~Pl P2)-

^^  - ^ V 4 Vi) 
zz22 Pi 

Wee search for a function h such that 

/k(*l,*2 )) = z\4!i^ZU^ + h(zuZ2)(z?Z%-p?pn2) (*) 
zz22 P2 

and d 

f*(zf*(z11,z,z22)) = -h(zl,z2)(£-£) 
VV 4 P2J 

aree holomorphic. Then 

utut \ -fi,j( z^ z2) 

PPll
2 2 

PiPi ' 

Pa a 
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Wee want f}, to be holomorphic. Then it is necessary and sufficient that ffAz\, 22) = 
Zlm22 n' m n for points on the zero set of f̂ - ^j-. Therefore we define ff, as 

zz\\ z2 Pi P2 z2 P2 'J 

Ji,j\Ji,j\zzl-,l-,zz2)2)  m n „m^n ' 
zzll  z2 ~ P\ P2 

andd flj  according to (*) as 

JiAJiAzzi,i,zz2)2) = —z——k

,3 ,3 

Thesee are holomorphic functions, and we have that 

z[zif^{zz[zif^{zUUZZ22)) = /i i(^i,Z2)(4 " 4) + ƒ&(*! . * 2 ) ( « "PW). 

Wee proceed to show that the functions ƒ/ and ƒ ?  are bounded on O2. We start 
withh the function f f . We define a function F, similar to f  ̂ -, and show that it is 
boundedd on O2. 

zzll  z2 Pi P2 

;n+lm;n+lm /  fc \ kn+lmkn+lm f / k \ 1/(kn+lm) , k \ ^/(kn+lm)" 

""  ,cM(^ 2
n ) fc (^-)- T 

\\ ^2 

,fc-fe e 
T h enn (flfr ym-inpkn+lm j g e q u al t Q t h e £ n + / m > t h p Q w e r o f 

P2P2ZZ2 2 

kk \ l/(kn+lm) / k \ I/(kn+lm) ,, / k \ L/lien-tim) / , k \ i/^KTi-tiTri) 

zzll  z2 P\ P2 

Wee substitute x = z™z™ in the last line, and it becomes 

'' . , . / k \ 1/(kn+lm) / k \ 1/(kn+lm) \ kn+ lm 

xx - pmp% 
J J 

Thee numerator is bounded, and we have a removable singularity at x = p™P2- Hence 
zzkk  —

thee function is bounded. Since (-j-)m~Jm is bounded, F is bounded as well. The 
ZZ2 2 

samee goes for ƒ? -. 
Noww we turn our attention to the function ƒ/ -. Remember that u>2 was given by 
{{{{ xxii  y)  V < =

n
7Lx + r } - The line given by y = =^x + r corresponds to a curve in C2 

givenn by zmz% = nr. For \K\ < nr, let Of := 02 H [zmzn = K\. We will estimate ƒ/,, 
onn the sets Of. Since we have that z\z32fi,j{zi,Z2) is bounded (by construction) and 
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thatt z\z2fi,j{n(zi,Z2)) is bounded (as shown while proving that ƒ?  is bounded), for 
everyy fj, > 0 there exists a constant C such that 

\ftj(zuz\ftj(zuz22)\)\ <C on ü2 \ {(zuz2) € n2 : 
k k 

<(l}. <(l}. 

Thee construction of iï2 implies the existence of an \L > 0 such that for every (z\, z2) 6 

f) ff  (with | #| < w ) , 0 € [0,2TT], there is a point (s,t) e Ü$ with ^ - 4 = A*eie. 

Sincee £2̂  c an locally be seen as an open set in C (after the appropriate biholomorphic 
mapping),, applying the maximum principle yields that 

\fl\fl JJ(z(z11,z,z22)\<max\fl)\<max\flJJ(s,t)\<C. (s,t)\<C. 
''JJ s,t  'J 

Soo ƒ/, is bounded as well. D 

Proposi t ionn 6.6.4. Let f be a bounded holomorphic function on Q2 that vanishes at 
(Pi,P2)-(Pi,P2)- There exist functions f\, f2£ Hoc(Q2) such that 

f{z\,zf{z\,z22)) = fi(zi,z2)(zi -pi) + f2(zi,z2)(z2 -p2). 

PROOF.. Since z™z2 — p™p2 is a polynomial that vanishes at p, there are by lemma 
2.1.33 polynomials Pi and P2 such that 

*?%*?% - PTP2 = Pi(zu z2)(Zl - Pl) + P2(Zl,z2)(z2 - p2) Vzuz2 e C2. 
kk k 

Usee lemma 6.4.1 to obtain a similar result for -4- — *+. We substitute this and the 
44 Pa 

solutionss obtained for z\z32fi^{z^z2) (0 < i , j < kn + lm — 1; note that we may 
assumee that fi,j(p) = 0, as remarked after lemma 6.6.1). This yields that 

kn+lmkn+lm — 1 

f{zi,zf{zi,z22)=)=  Y  ̂ z\z32fij{zl,z2) = 

i,j=0 i,j=0 

kn+lm—kn+lm— 1 / k k \ 

££ \fU^^2){ z^-^)+fUz^z 2){zTz^-prpn
2)) = 

i,j=0i,j=0  \ Z2 P2 / 

kn+lm—kn+lm— 1 

5ZZ flj(zl,z2)Rl{Zl,Z2) + fljPl{zi,Z2) ] (Zl ~pl) + 
i,j=0 i,j=0 

kn+lm—1 kn+lm—1 

YlYl flj{ zl,z2)R2{Z\,Z2) + fljP2(ZuZ2) ] (Z2 - P2) 
i,j=0 i,j=0 

Mzi.z^izxMzi.z^izx -pi)Jt-f2{zi,z2){z2-p2). 

Thee functions f\ and f2 are in H°°(Q2). D 
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6.7.. Mai n result 

Theoremm 6.7.1. Let Q be an A-domain. Then for every ƒ G H°°(Q) that vanishes 
atat p = {pi,p2) € £1 there exist functions ft, f2G H°°(Q) such that 

f{z\,zf{z\,z22)) = fi{zi,z2){zi -pi) + ft{zi,z2){z2 -p2) V2 e O. 

ThusThus one can solve the Gleason problem for H°°(£l). 

P R O O F.. Let fii , £l2 be as in section 6.5. As noted there, one can find such ft, f2 if 
pp € fii.  So suppose p ë Ü 2. We make the local solutions on fi i and £l2, using theorem 
6.6.4.. The 3-problem corresponding to the patching of the two local solutions yields a 
boundedd (0, l)-form that has support outside 5(0, e). Theorem 6.3.1 yields a bounded 
solutionn to this particular Ö-problem. Now proceed in the standard way (e.g. theorem 
5.3.1)) to obtain the appropriate ft and f2 € H°°(Q). D 

6.8.. The Hartogs triangl e and related domains 

Forr k, I € N+ let Qk,i he the domain defined by 

nnkk,r.=,r.= {(zuz2)eC2:\Zl\
k<\z2\

l <1}. 

Thee Hartogs triangle is exactly O i j . The situation becomes slightly more complicated 
comparedd to the previous sections, since Qk,i contains points of the form (0, a). Thus 
thee functions ftj as constructed in lemma 6.6.1 may no longer be holomorphic. We 
wil ll  show that one can still solve the Gleason problem for H°°(Q,k,i)-
Iff  p\ 7̂  0, we return to the construction in section 6.6; the domain is now cut off with 

\z\z22\\ = 1. We still project a point of z^z? = c onto the zero set of -+ — *+, but now 
mm = 0, n = 1, thus z^zg is simply z2. Now repeat the proof in section 6.6 to see that 
theree exist fu f2 € H°°{nkil) with f(z) = ft{z){Zl - p i ) + h(z)(z2 -p2). There are 
onlyy two things to point out : 

 The functions ftj may no longer be holomorphic (in their definitions we divide 
byy z\), but z\z32fi^ is still bounded and holomorphic. 

/B
fcj k\^iss / v

k
z

k \ i  ̂ zk 

 The expression (*-f-f- ) becomes I ̂ 4—f- I . Thus we only need that -J-
iss bounded, and not that ^ is bounded. 

zzi i 

Noww we consider the case that p\ = 0. It is tempting to repeat the previous argument, 
butt this is impossible. Namely, in the remark after 6.6.1, we assume that ftj vanishes 
att p. Unfortunately, ftj is not defined at p. There is another construction however. 

Lemmaa 6.8.1. Let ƒ € i f 0 0 ^ ^ ) such that ƒ vanishes at {0,p2). Let 

,, , \ 4 f{Zl,Z2)- f{0,Z2) 
Ji{z\,zJi{z\,z22)) : = —r , 

pp22
 zl 

f2(zi,Z2):=f2(zi,Z2):= , ? ' , (/(O, * 2 ) - ƒ ( * ! , * 2 » + 
PP112(2(ZZ2-P2)2-P2)WXWX~'~"~'~" / V " 1 ' ' " / / ' Z2 -p2 

ThenThen ft, ft € i/°°(fifc,z) and 

f(zi,zf(zi,z22)) = ft(zi,z2)zi +ft(zi,z2){z2-p2) V (21,2:2) e Qk,i-



6.9.. IF THE DOMAI N MEETS ONE OF THE COORDINATE AXES 

PROOF.. We see immediately that f\ and f2 are holomorphic, that f2 is bounded and 
thatt the last equality holds. We rewrite f\ : 

fcfc  ^  1 

h(zh(z1:1:zz22)) = T̂-^(f(z1,z2) - f(0,z2)). 
PP22

 zi 

Forr every c e C with \c\ < 1 the set £lk,i fl [z2 = c] (a disc) contains a circle with 

radiuss |f |*'* . On this circle, we have that |-%| = 2'. Applying the maximum principle 12 2 

yieldss that 

2'+! ! ,c , , 

I tt follows that / i is bounded on O^j. D 

Thuss we have the following theorem : 

Theoremm 6.8.2. For k, I € N+ let ilk,i be the domain defined by 

ÜÜkk,i:={(z,i:={(z 11,z,z22)eC)eC22:\z:\z11\\
kk<\z<\z22\\

ll<l}. <l}. 

OneOne can solve the Gleason problem for H°°(£lk,i). 

6.9.. I f the domain meets one of the coordinate axes 

Inn this section, we study domains that are connected both to the A-domains and the 
domainss Qk,l- Namely, let f! C C2 be a bounded pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain, 
suchh that for c close to —00, du> fl [y < c] consists of 2 arcs, one of them being a 
halff  line with rational slope. We assume that 0 ^ 0., and that fi  meets the ^2-axis. 
(Becausee of symmetry, everything will hold if $7 only meets the 21-axis as well.) 
Lett K\, K2 be constants such that dio is a half line for [y < Ki],  and u is rounded 
offf  strictly convexily above [y < Ki],  such that {(x , y) £ du : y > K{\ has y — K2 as 
horizontall  asymptote. We fix p — (pi,p2) € fl, and an ƒ G H°°{il)  that vanishes at 
p.p. We will  now solve the Gleason problem for ƒ at p. There is a strictly convex point 
AA = (ai,a2) £ dio with log \p2\ < a2. This point has a neighborhood in doj consisting 
onlyy of strictly convex points. Take a point B = (61,62) in this neighborhood with 
log|p2|| < 62 < a2. 

Thenn is _Z2^ bounded on Q n [\z2\ > exp(62)], and on this set we have that 

f(z\,zf(z\,z22)) = z _'f (z2 — P?)- The boundary of w f) [y < a2]  is a straight line for 

yy small. Thus one can solve the Gleason problem for H°°(Cl fl [\z2\ < exp(tt2)]), just 
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ass section 6.8. One can patch the two local solutions together to a global solution 
usingg the standard techniques, since diï D [l^ l > exp(&2)] H [|̂ 21 < exp(a2)] C S(Q). 
Thee case where a part of dto is described by [y = c] can be dealt with in a similar 
way.. This yields the following theorem : 

Theoremm 6.9.1. Let fi C C2 be a bounded pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain, that 
meetsmeets exactly one of the axes. Suppose that one part of duj is a half line, and that 
thethe other boundary points of du> are strictly convex and C5. Then one can solve the 
GleasonGleason problem for H°°{$ï). 

6.10.. Final remark s 

Thee results in this chapter all rely on theorem 6.3.1. As noted before, one can prove 
thiss theorem for Reinhardt domains that for small z look like 

<&} , , {(21,22)) : a < 
*2 2 

andd are rounded off pseudoconvexily. Thus one can still solve the Gleason problem if 
theree are "enough" strictly pseudoconvex points in the sense of the previous chapter. 
Thee condition that the strictly pseudoconvex points have to be C5 can, as usual, be 
relaxedd to C2, but this would even need more machinery. 

Noww let Q be a bounded pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain in C2 that has a strictly 
pseudoconvexx C5 boundary outside a ball around the origin. If for c close to - co, 
dujduj D [y < c] consists of 2 arcs that have parallel asymptotes with rational slope, 
theoremm 6.7.1 holds for Q, as well. This is because we are either in the situation 
describedd in the previous remark, or every point in w lies in a triangle of strictly 
convexx points of u), and one can apply lemma 6.4.2. 

Wee do not yet know how to solve the Gleason problem for H°°(Q) if Q is a Reinhardt 
domainn that for small z looks like 

{(zi,z{(zi,z22)) :a< 

wheree a ^ Q, or (with r  ̂ I) 

<&} , , 

{(*i,*2):a|4l<l*il<*rêl} --
Thee first problem is hard because zf is not a holomorphic function; the second prob-

'1^2" " lemm is hard because the function \z\z2
 l\kn+ l™ (that appeared in the proof of theorem 

6.6.3)) is no longer bounded. 
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Ditt proefschrift speelt zich af in de wereld van de functietheorie der meerdere complexe 
veranderlijken.. Daarom worden in het eerste hoofdstuk enige belangrijke begrippen 
enn ideëen (zoals pseudoconvexiteit en ö-technieken) voor het voetlicht geplaatst. Zo 
raaktt de niet-ingewijde lezer (hopelijk) niet meteen het spoor bijster. 

Vervolgenss wordt in hoofdstuk twee een overzicht gegeven van de geschiedenis van het 
Gleasonn probleem. Dit probleem behelst het volgende : 
gegevenn een begrensd gebied f2 in C", een punt p in Q en R(Q) een ring van functies 
diee de polynomen bevat. Zijn er voor iedere functie ƒ in R($l) die te p verdwijnt 
functiess / i , . . . , ƒ„  in R(Q) zodat 

n n 

f(z)f(z) = ^2(zi-Pi)fi(z) V * € Q ? 

Oftewell  : is het ideaal 

II pp : - {ƒ e R(Ü) : f(p) = 0} 

eindigg voortgebracht door de (verschoven) coördinaatsfuncties zi—pi,...,zn—pn? 
Gleasonn stelde zich in 1964 ([20]) deze vraag voor het specifieke geval dat f2 de een-
heidsboll  in C2 is, p — 0, R(Q) = A(Cl). De laatste ring bestaat uit de functies die 
zowell  holomorf op f2 als continu tot op de rand van f2 zijn. Hij kon laten zien dat 
alss IQ eindig voorgebracht is, dan geldt dat IQ = [z\,Z2). Of IQ inderdaad eindig 
voortgebrachtt is, wist hij niet. 
Wee zeggen dat het Gleason probleem oplosbaar is voor R(Q) als er voor iedere p £ f2 
geldtt dat Ip eindig voortgebracht wordt door z\ — p\, ..., zn — pn. In dit proefschrift 
zullenn we voor de ring R($l) meestal A(Q) of H°° (ft) nemen. Deze laatste ring bestaat 
uitt de functies die holomorf en begrensd zijn op f2. 
Doorr de jaren heen werd flinke vooruitgang geboekt. Leibenzon ([31]) loste het Glea-
sonn probleem op voor A(ü) waar Q een begrensd convex gebied is met C2 rand. Met 
behulpp van oplossingen van bepaalde differentiaalvergelijkingen (d-problemen) werd 
hett Gleason probleem opgelost door 0vrelid voor A(Q,), waar Q een strikt pseudocon-
vexx gebied is met C2 rand. 
Inn C2 zijn ook nog wat resultaten bekend, omdat daar bij de gangbare methode slechts 
eenn (0, l)-vorm hoeft te worden opgelost. Het support daarvan kan soms onder cont-
rolee gehouden worden, en dan zijn er goede oplossingen van ^-problemen bekend. Dit 
ideee werd onder andere gebruikt door Beatrous ([8]), Fornaess en Ovrelid ([17]), en 
Noelll  ([46]). In meer dimensies (dwz. Cn met n > 3) moet er bij deze methode eerst 
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eenn (O, ïï)-vorm worden opgelost. Dan een (0, n - l)-vorm die verkregen wordt met 
behulpp van de oplossing van de (0, n)-vorm enzovoorts. Het support van de (0, n)-
vormm kan nog onder controle gehouden worden, maar dat van de (0, n — l)-vorm niet 
meer.. Er zijn dan meestal geen goede oplossingen van de (0, n — l)-vorm bekend. 
Dezee methode helpt ons daarom zelden om Gleason problemen in Cn (n > 3) op te 
lossen. . 
Datt het Gleason probleem niet volkomen triviaal is, blijkt uit een voorbeeld van 
Backlundd en FallstrÖm ([7]). Zij geven een pseudoconvex gebied Q waar het Gleason 
probleemm voor zowel H°°(Q) als A(Q) niet oplosbaar is. 

Inn hoofdstuk drie verschijnen de eerste nieuwe resultaten. Gegeven een plurisubhar-
monischee functie p met bepaalde eigenschappen, dan zeggen we dat een functie ƒ 
(holomorff  op Cn) in Rp zit als deze aan de volgende groeiconditie voldoet : 

y—y— loglogmax|N |<r(|/(2)|,2) 

logp(r) ) 

Dee functie groeit dan hooguit "zo ongeveer" als expp(r). Neem bijvoorbeeld n — 1, 
pp — \z\p (p > 0). De klasse van functies die op die manier verkregen wordt is die van 
functiess van orde < p. Deze zijn in het verleden veel bestudeerd : zie bijvoorbeeld 
[39],, of denk aan de factorisatiestelling van Hadamard. 
Niett alleen wordt het Gleason probleem voor Rp opgelost (een triviaal gevolg van 
eenn stelling van FallstrÖm ([15])), ook wordt een interpolatieprobleem besproken. 
Daarnaastt wordt van een voorwaarde op een stel functies fi, ..., fk aangetoond dat 
zijj  equivalent is met de bewering dat / i , . . . , ƒ*  de hele algebra Rp voortbrengen. 

Vervolgenss worden in hoofdstuk vier de zogenaamde lineair convexe gebieden onder 
dee loep genomen. We zeggen dat O een lineair convex gebied is, als door ieder punt 
inn het complement van O een complex hypervlak gaat dat f£ niet snijdt. Dit is een 
generalisatiee van het begrip "convex". Het belangrijkste resultaat is dat, gegeven een 
begrensdd lineair convex gebied Q, met C1 +£ rand, het Gleason probleem voor A(Q) 
enn /f°°(f] ) opgelost kan worden. Dit gebeurt door het bewijs van Leibenzon (voor 
convexee gebieden) iets aan te passen : 
neemm (zonder verlies van algemeenheid) aan dat p = 0. Laat voor iedere z E O, 72 een 
krommee in het complexe vlak zijn van 0 naar 1 zodat /yz(s)z in Q ligt voor s £ [0,1]. 
Gegevenn een functie g € C1(fi) , zij Dkg de afgeleide van g naar de k-de coördinaat. 
Laatt nu ƒ e A(ü) (of in H00^)) met /(0) = 0. Dan geldt : 

f(z)f(z) = f ^-dX = J2 * f DJ(Xz)dX. 

Wee laten zien dat ƒ Di f (Xz)dX in de goede klasse zit door Dif(Xz) goed te schatten 
opp 7z-

Inn de laatste twee hoofdstukken wordt het Gleason probleem op Reinhardt gebieden 
inn C2 bekeken. Dit zijn gebieden die cirkelsymmetrisch in iedere variabele zijn, dat 
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will  zeggen : 

(z,w)(z,w) e Q =» (ei B l z,ei & 2 w) e SI V 6 i , e 2 6 [0,2TT]. 

Veell  eigenschappen van zo'n Reinhardt gebied Q kunnen worden afgelezen uit de 
eigenschappenn van het logaritmisch beeld 

ww := {(log |z|, log H ) : (z,w) GÜn(C*)2}. 
Zoo is O pseudoconvex dan en slechts dan als u> convex is. Dit maakt dat we vaak 
kunnenn volstaan met opmerkingen over convexe verzamelingen in E2, die nu eenmaal 
eenn veel eenvoudiger meetkunde bezitten dan pseudoconvexe gebieden in C2. 
Inn het vijfde hoofdstuk laten we zien dat indien £1 een begrensd Reinhardt gebied in 
C22 is met C2 rand, het Gleason probleem voor zowel A(Q) als H°°(Q) kan worden 
opgelost.. Dat doen we als volgt : 

eerstt overdekken we Q met verzamelingen waarop het probleem op eenvoudige wijze 
kann worden opgelost. Deze verzamelingen kiezen we zo dat hun paarsgewijze doorsnij-
dingg doorsneden met de rand van Q bestaat uit strikt pseudoconvexe punten. Dan 
plakkenn we de locale holomorfe oplossingen aan elkaar tot een globale gladde oplossing. 
Hierr willen we een holomorfe oplossing van maken. We formuleren een bijbehorend 
d-probleem,, en merken op dat de resulterende (0, l)-vorm (vanwege de keuze van de 
overdekking)) alleen support heeft bij de strikt pseudoconvexe punten. Dus kunnen 
wee het ö-probleem oplossen, en met deze oplossing verkrijgen we een oplossing voor 
hett Gleason probleem. 
Dee situatie wordt ingewikkelder als fi niet overal een gladde rand heeft. Ook dan zijn 
err oplossingen, mits er "voldoende" strikt pseudoconvexe punten zijn en de afsluiting 
vann het gebied de oorsprong niet bevat. 

Inn het laatste hoofdstuk bekijken we de situatie dat het gebied in de oorsprong een 
"spits""  heeft. De technieken van het vorige hoofdstuk zijn nu niet (direct) toepas-
baar.. We overdekken het gebied met twee verzamelingen. Op het ene deel wordt het 
probleemm opgelost met de stellingen uit het vorige hoofdstuk, op het andere wordt een 
explicietee oplossing gemaakt. De eerder genoemde <9-techniek wordt nu weer toegepast 
omm een globale holomorfe oplossing te krijgen. Er was voor dergelijke ö-problemen 
geenn goede oplossing bekend was, maar we laten hier zien dat deze wel bestaat. 
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Importan tt  notation 

Heree we give some important notation. For other terms, we refer to the index. The 
bookk of Krantz ([36]) is also a good reference manual. 

Inn this thesis, ft shall always be a domain in Cn, that is, a connected open set. 
Forr a set D in Rn (or Cn) we denote its boundary by dD, whereas its convex hull is 
denotedd by Co(D). 

Wee wil l deal with several spaces of functions on ft (or ft), namely : 

ƒƒ is k times continuously differentiable on ft}, 
ƒƒ is continuous on SI}, 
ƒƒ is bounded on ft}, 
ƒƒ is holomorphic on ft}, 
ƒƒ is bounded and holomorphic on ft}, 
ƒƒ is holomorphic on ft and continuous on ft}, 

{ ƒƒ € H(ü) : Daƒ € C(ft) 0 < \a\ < m). 

Lett U C Rn be an open set. Then C1+€(U) contains those ƒ € Cl(U) for which 

DDaaƒƒ{x{x + h)- Daf(x) 

CCkk(Q) (Q) 
C(ft) ) 
L°°(ft ) ) 
if(ft ) ) 
#°°(ft) ) 
A(ft) ) 
Am(ft) ) 

== {ƒ 
== if 
== if 
==  {/ 
== {/ 
== if 
== if 

YlYl HA>/iiL-(tf) + E SUP 
,, ,_1 x,x+h€U \a\a <1 

<< +CX)}. 

Aa(C )̂) := { ƒ € C(tf) : s u p ^ ^^ \f(x + h) - f{x)\f\h\" + ||/||Lco(£ /) < oo}. 

Withh d(-, ) we shall denote the Euclidean distance. 
Thee open ball with center a and radius r is denoted by B(a,r). 
Thee supremum of | ƒ | on a set U is denoted by | | / | |L«=( I / ), or simply by 
iff  it is clear over which set the supremum is being taken. 

Forr a (p, g)-form A, d\ := £ " = 1 E|a|=P,|/3|=9 % f <% A <^a A < ^-

or r 

Thee map L : (z, w) t—> (log jzj,log|w;|) maps a Reinhardt domain ft C C2 to its 
logarithmicc image UJ C M2. 5(ft) denotes the C2 strictly pseudoconvex boundary 
pointss of ft, whereas S{uS) denotes the C2 strictly convex boundary points of u. 
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Index x 

A(Q),A(Q), 13 
AAmm(SÏ),(SÏ), 40 
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A-domain,, 57 
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Backlund,, 24, 27, 29, 39, 47, 50 
Beatrous,, 10, 25, 27, 47 
Bremermann,, 15 

C*,, 47 
CC1+1+*(U),*(U),  39 
CCkk boundary, 14 
C-convex,, 40 
Cauchy-Riemannn equation, 17 
Cegrell,, 25 
convex,, 40 
Coronaa problem, 28 
counterexample,, 28 
Cousinn problem, 47 

Ö,, 17 
d-closed,, 17 
definingg function, 14 
Diederich,, 27 
domain,, 13 
domainn of holomorphy, 13 

extremee point, 51 

Fallström,, 22, 24, 27, 29, 35, 39, 47, 50 
Fornaess,, 25, 27 

Gleason,, 9, 21, 22 
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Gleasonn problem, 21 
Grange,, 10, 24, 39, 46, 55 

H(£l),H(£l), 13 
H°°(Q),H°°(Q), 13 * 
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Hadamard,, 9 
Hartogss domain, 27 

Hartogss triangle, 70 
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holomorphicc hull, 51, 53 
holomorphicc support function, 59 
Hörmander,, 25, 27, 31, 35, 58, 60 

lp,lp, 9 
interpolationn variety, 37 

Jakobczak,, 25 

Kerzman,, 25 
Khenkin,, 18, 25, 62 
Kohn,, 19, 25, 27 
Kohn-Nirenbergg example, 27 

LLPP,, 58 
Lapin,, 38 
Leibenzon,, 10, 23, 39, 55 
lemmaa of Oka-Hefer, 22, 50, 61 
Lemmers,, 10, 27 
Levii  polynomial, 58 
Levii  pseudoconvex, 14 
Levii  strictly pseudoconvex, 14 
Lieb,, 25 
lineallyy convex, 40 
linearlyy convex, 40 
locall  defining function, 14 
logarithmicc image, 47 

M ( / , r ) ,, 31 
multiplicityy variety, 37 

nnww,, 40 
Nagel,, 25 
Nirenberg,, 27 
Noell,, 27 
non-schlicht,, 16, 28, 29 
Norguet,, 15 

«1 /n.. 59 
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w,, 47 
Oka,, 15, 22 
orderr < p, 32 
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»,, 27 
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Riemannn domain, 15 
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S(w),, 47 
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strictlyy plurisubharmonic, 14 
strictlyy pseudoconvex, 14 
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Thullen,, 16 
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